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ABSTRACT 

This study examines some elements of the language environment, language learning 

processes, and language inter-actions between child and teacher, and child and child 

in the changing South African education system. As more classrooms become non

racial, new dimensions are arising in language use and in learning: classrooms are 

perforce multilingual as different language groups come together to receive instruction 

through the medium of English. What dynamic do these multilingual elements bring 

to the standard classroom? 

I focus on part of the Standard Six population of 5 Western Cape English medium 

schools. The schools are different in many respects and similar in others; some have 

more Black pupils than others. By using a variety of research methods, including 

questionnaires, worksheets, personal observation, interviews and essays, I explore the 

experiences and attitudes of pupils, teachers and principals. 

My object is to try to identify trends: to look for positive features arising out of present 

classrooms and to look for possible points of tension as well, in order to extract 

central features to analyse. These are highlighted, and cross-referenced with relevant 

international studies, as matters of interest for practitioners in the classroom and for 

education planners. 

The field is immense : the study essentially provides a broad-based platform for further 

research. I tried not to have any preconceptions about what I would find, so made it 

a comprehensive and far-ranging study. It uncovers important elements which 

teachers and schools may attend to, relatively easily, indicates the importance of 

development of one's Mother Tongue and exposes deeply-felt emotions about 

Language and identity. It asks questions about Bridging Programmes and about the 

language of the teacher in the classroom and in testing. I also ask about the future of 

English in this country, about feelings about learning Afrikaans and about learning 

Xhosa. 
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The main target in the recommendations is the teacher, as the generator of learning 

opportunities in the classroom. I call for more specific communication between teacher 

and pupil and the evolution of child-specific language learning processes. It is every 

teacher in every classroom who needs to adjust consciously to the new classroom 

profiles. 

Differing patterns clearly emerge from the schools with different intake profiles. This 

suggests the need for further studies to examine these findings for generalisability. The 

situation in schools is both volatile and exciting, calling for concrete and imaginative 

attention to aspects emerging from the personal, perceptive and wide-ranging input 

of the sample studied in this research project. 
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CHAPTER 1: General Background: Posing the Question 

THE RESEARCH QUESTION: 

Given South Africa's present education dispensation in its embryonic non-racial stage, 

what language education factors are beginning to emerge from and impact on non

racial1 classrooms? 

BROAD FOCUS: 

The focus is on the Language education environment and associated features of 

Standard Six (first year at High School) Cape Education Department (CEO) pupils at 

4 Modei-C (previously White2 and state) schools and at 1 previously designated 

Coloured (Department of Education and Culture: House of Representatives - DEC) 

school. 

REASONS FOR RESEARCH IN THE DEC AND MODEL-C SYSTEMS 

Although South Africa may only be in an interim phase for state-aided education, we ~ 

have already experienced hearly three years of ·a ·slate or state-aided education 
~ ~ 

system, with the previously statutory segregation of race groups no longer enforced. 

Certain privately funded schools had been .. openecr to all races since 1976, but 

statutory changes from January 1991 introduced a far more affordable, broader-based 

1Jn using 'non-racial' I distinguish between classrooms previously organised on a racial, 
discriminatory basis and the present racially mixed classrooms, where, theoretically, there Is 
no such discrimination. 

2 For practical purposes I need to refer to the various racial groups In South Africa : 
White; African; Coloured and Indian (these last three groups referred to, collectively, as 
Blacks) -South African Institute of Race Relations terminology. 
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possibility for Black pupils to enter previously White schools. Although these non

racial, State-funded models lasted only until semi-privatised schooling was introduced 

in August 1992 (prompting steep fee increases), figures released in Parliament in 1993 

(Weekly Mail, October) indicate that about 60 000 Black pupils are in Modei-C schools. 

While this may seem insigr:tificant in terms of the 1 0 million pupils altogether (8 million 

Black, 1992), it is a massive Increase on the 7 000 of 1992. 

DEC schools could enrol African pupils from 1985, but it was only in 1991 that 

numbers saw a sharp upturn. Hence here, also, integration is in an embryonic phase. 

The separation of groups In South Africa has been so extreme, and so prolonged, that 

developments in education demand study and analysis of their Implications for the 

future. Any future system will necessarily involve racially mixed classrooms, so 

research in this area is vital. 

BROAD SOCIO-HISTORICAL CONTEXT: 

Uberatlon before Education: 

Medium of instruction (MOl) triggered wide-spread uprisings of Black pupils in 

Soweto, Cape Town, and elsewhere,ln 1976. This turmoil caused the reversal, in 1979, 

of the State decision that certain subjects be taught through the medium of Afrikaans. 

Since then there have been sporadic interruptions to sc,ooling (sometimes sustained 

boycotts), with another major upheaval in 1984, gMng rise to slogans like Liberation 

b~fore Education and to speculation about the so-called Lost Generation - pupils who 

failed to complete their schooling because of general disruption. 3-rhe 1991 

Matriculation pass rate for Africans was only 41 %, compared with 83% for Coloureds, " 

95% for Indians and 9SOk for Whites. 

3 Unless otherwise stated all statistics In this section will come from the 1992/93 
publication of the Institute of Race Relations. See Bibliography. 
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Conversion to State-aided Education: 

By December 1991, 174 previously Whites-only schools had been closed. An 

estimated shortage of 4596 Department of Education (DET - African schools) 

classrooms by the end of 1992, showed a system in turmoil. 

In August 1992, the majority of White State schools (2044 out of 2082) became semi- / 

privatised "Modei-C" schools, empowered to decide their own selection criteria. This 

promised far-reaching effects: financial stringency could prompt more aggressive 

enrolment of Black pupils; for schools struggling to keep numbers up (in order to 

keep functioning at all) and those keen simply on an affirmative action programme, 

new rules offered scope for changed enrolment patterns. 

The advent of Modei-C schooling4 was sharply and widely criticised. The 

Conservative party called it a recipe for disaster (in Institute of Race Relations: 592) 

and a Democratic Party spokesman said it was damage control at its very worst (ibid). 

The NECC said (ibid:593) it was a ploy to erode the fundamental right to free 

education and the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) said (ibid) one now would have to 

buy one's way into the system. The African National Congress (ANC) opposed (ibid) 

the change, arguing that it would equate access (to education at previously White 

schools) and privilege. 

Recent Developments: 

• significant retrenchments for staff of Modei-C schools (1992) 

• contentious moves for retrenchment of Coloured teachers (1993), 

• major DEC and DET teacher boycotts {about conditions of service) 

• inequities still present in per capita expenditure (African R1248; Coloured 

R2701; Indian-not available; White R4448) 

• massive proportion of national budget spent on education (19,3% in 

1992/3) 

4Note: Used here as a descriptor, although this system is presumably soon to fall away 
in its present form. · 
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Blacks' Attitudes to Modei-C schooling: 

There is some community resentment of the Modei-C system. Certain families make 

massive sacrifices for children to be enroled at these schools - often financial, often !---/ 

social (antagonism because families are seen to be taking a selfish option, while Black 

schools are still in turmoil). The move has seldom been made lightly. 

The apartheid legacy of residenHal segregation is important: the Modei-C school is a 

neighbourhood school only for the handful of the Black middle classes who have 

moved into White areas. Black pupils generally l}av~ !O travel, often great distances, 
,..--- - - . - ·-. - -· -- . . ~ - -- -

to reach their new schools, increasing social upheaval and alienating those remaining 

at their local schools. 

In schools.~s..are s.aeoJg_be the...,g_uwer.,.e)lte_(.s_c;hools staffed by Whites). Only a 

few previously White schools have enroled pupils in proportion to national population 

figures. Ibis imbalaoce streogtb.e.os the_impressioo tllaLtbJ~.SfL.at.~W1lfte-scbools... 

«g[ac.iously_a_c:imittiJ-4~m:tl¥.~t~ita.. 

Status of Blacks in Modei-C schools: 

Schools have embedded traditions and, despite the fact that we are a society in 

transition, these are not going to change overnight. The 1990 Department of Education 

and Culture, Administration House of Assembly document on Additional models for 

the provision of schooling said (Point 3. 7): A change in the admission policy of a 

school may not detract from the traditional values and ethos of such school. This still 

permeates thinking, behaviour and attitudes. 
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GENERAL LANGUAGE BACKGROUND TO THIS RESEARCH5 

Modei-C schools in the early stages (1991 and 1992) of non-racial, education: 

Initially schools enroled relatively few Black pupils, because legislation was changed 

too late in 1990 to affect the 1991 intake. Principals largely commented on the ease 

of the transition and on a sense of unreality, as numbers involved were small. These 

schools had few Black pupils in senior standards. Schools were reluctant to take 

chances on failure. 

Some principles of decision-makers were shaped to ensure that the school would be 

minimally affected by the advent of Black pupils: 

... one should not take a chance on a child already seen to be under
achieving at her present school ... we look for pupils who have not only 
a real desire to join such a school, but who have a good chance of 
being able to cope well with the situation academically, socially and in 
the extra-mural areas ... Standards within the school would not be 
compromised. 

(Headmistress of Parktown Girls' High School, in Transvaal Education News

March 1991 : 6). 

-/ 

Teachers articulated feelings of inability to cope with the perceived Language needs 

of their new intake. They felt there must be experts somewhere 110Ut thereu and that 

they had neither the time nor the vision to proceed in any creative or systematic way. 

Language teachers regretted that their colleagues expected them to resolve all 

perceived problems of understanding or expression. Reference to the so-called 

language problem predominated. Most popular 11remedy11 suggested was Bridging 

Programmes. 

5 I base my comments here on two main sources : a weekend seminar, arranged by the 
Open Schools' Association (late 1991 ), attended largely by principals from about 20 Western 
Cape schools, and to 3 seminars for English Teachers (1991 and 1992). 

, 
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Classroom methodology shifts and decisions about content and nature of help to be 

given to the disadvantaged pupils were occurring in an ad hoc manner. No guidance 

from the Education Department was forthcoming. The Open Schools' Association 

provided some general tips about Language and started planning future (expensive) 

Training programmes. 

Multiculturalism and Multilingualism 

Multilingualism in this country is a socio-linguistic fact. Education systems will have to 

adapt to this. Presently the term Multicultural is used loosely in schools and by 

organisations to mean a multitude of things. As racial, and hence language, mix on 

a large scale is a novelty here, Multiculturalism has become both a b4zzword and a 

screen. The word euphemistically veils realities and allows schools which are simply 

racially mixed to represent ANYTHING they are doing as multicultural and to make 

well-meaning but dangerous observations about being colourblind. 

They forget that in being colour-blind you are being, or need to be, blind to a core 

and not to something peripheral. 

My teacher is always telling me that she does not see my colour and 
that she treats all children the same. If she does not see my colour, 
then she does not see me. 

(a child, from Ramdeen, L, cited in Klein, G. 1993: 128). 

They gloss over the traumatic socio-historical background of the oppressed 

communities, now moving awkwardly and eagerly into a new society. Calling schooling ),_ 

"non-racial" is immediately a pretext for ignoring social realities that must, at least in / 

the initially exploratory phases, be made explicit in classrooms. The concept of true 

non-racial education lie~ unexplored (in White circles). It is a source of concern that 

these distinctions are treated so lightly. 

'I 
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Language Policy, Bantu Education and Antipathy: 

Ever since the Bantu Education Act of 1953, which imposed Mother Tongue (MT) 

education in African Primary schools, there has been argument that this was an inferior 

education, designed to divide the African people on tribal grounds (Desai, Z.: 113). 

Before January 1993, African pupils were instructed in this MT until the end of 

Standard 2, followed by a change to English (or Afrikaans) as MOl. From 1993, 

parents could choose the MOl. This clumsy approach to a policy problem and the 

nature of the actual decision (with many parents choosing the 11straight-for-English 11 

option) are sharply criticised in many quarters. 

African pupils moving from these DET schools to schools where others have had all 

their schooling in English as a First Language (L 1), must find themselves at a lir}_guistic 

disadvantage. 
<: ...-

Language and Nationalism: 

How come you're Black and you don't understand your own language? 

(Schlebusch, A: 1993) 

Has a nationality anything dearer than the speech of its fathers? In its 
speech resides its whole thought domain, its tradition, history, religion 
and basis of life, all its heart and soul. To deprive a people of its 
speech is to deprive it of its one eternal good. With language is created 
the heart of a people. 

(Herder, J , cited in Fishman, J. 1973, introduction). 

In a changing kaleidoscope what happens to MT and identity? 

What should post-apartheid re-structuring do to address this question? 

' ~ 
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MOTIVATION FOR THIS RESEARCH: 

Given this general Education background, and that Language and Education are 

inextricably intermingled, a study of evolving Language issues seems essential. With 

South Africa poised to create new language syllabi this study is well-timed to ask the 

questions below, in attempts to generate practical suggestions. 

• Does South Africa indeed have language-related problems in the 

classroom? What language-education factors impact on the education 

of Black pupils in previously White classrooms? 

• Do international research and insights suggest anything helpful? 

• What does the advent of mixed classrooms introduce regarding 

language attitudes and language use? 

THE RESEARCH ITSELF: 

Pilot Studies: 

In anticipation of this research, I undertook two earlier related studies (May/June 

1993). 

1. One involved language and culture, where I interviewed 5 Black girls 

extensively, canvassing opinions on language, culture, prejudice, experiences 

in a Modei-C school, and links between these, their English and their self

concept. This survey yielded rich data, convincing me of scope for similar work. 

2. I also compiled a questionnaire (See Appendix 1), suggested by aspects of the 

NEPI report on language policies, medium of instruction and attitudes to 

language. This was completed by pupils at 3 schools. Responses revealed 
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tantalising areas for further investigation and interesting opinion shifts since the 

opening of schools, when compared with Young's 1991 survey of Language 

attitudes amongst Western Cape 15-18 year-old pupils. 

Outline Description of Main Study: 

I wanted to expose as many layers of the whole school language environment as 

possible, to identify important aspects impacting on or arising out of the currently 

evolving situation in schools. 

The net cast needed to be a wide one. To pre-select a limited specific focus actually 

seemed dangerous as this might exclude important variables: 

It is often difficult, and probably largely counter-productive, from an 
ethnographic point of view, to select certain specific facts or details 
beforehand, while at the same time aiming to be true to the participants' 
perspective and to the interactive and wider social context. 

(van Lier, L. 1988: 88) 

I chose to study Standard Sixes as they are still a relatively naive group, with many of 

the Black pupils in L 1 schools for the first time. They come from various feeder 

schools and are probably at this age linguistically and socially in a state of flux. 

4 schools (plus 1 for a pilot study) were chosen because of their different racial (and 

socio-economic) composition, to examine variables affecting teaching, language and 

attitude. 

I shall be using the composite definition of attitude arrived at by Young et at (1991 :5). 

Attitudes are hypothetical mental constructs, acquired through 
experience, which predispose or influence a person to act in certain 
ways in response to certain objects, people, situations or issues. They 
are complex, consistent and deeply felt, but not immutable. 
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Beliefs will also impinge on this discussion. They are regarded as falling under the 

heading attitude - attitude and belief are not interchangeable; attitude can be defined 

as one's feeling about one's belief (Ryan, E B and Giles, H. 1982: 20) 

I evolved a multi-_fli!~e!~d. ethnog,@Et:~_i~_ .and qualitati'{S._,_r~search plan (involving 

interviews, Classroom observation and questionnaire-type collection of data) to look 
------ ---."_00::;' ~ ~. •" - •~ - • •• • ·- ·-·- r -• --- ~· ·~--- ~· 

at: 

1. The role, obsetvations and attitudes of teachers: 

Is attention to teachers' spoken and written input (Academic Development) rather than 

a critical focus on the perceived inadequacies of pupils {Academic Support) a 

promising option? 
• 

What can teachers say about the new socio-linguistic profile of their classrooms ? 

2. The performance, adaptations and attitudes of the pupils: 

To look diagnostically at skills' levels of pupils, both overall and in terms of the varying 

schooling to which they are being exposed, I created a series of written tests/ 

worksheets. These also sought input on attitudes and beliefs. 

rWba~ti:L~-0Ja~~re~~g.9~P? .. ~-OLpJJ<Qibve-~:baLioter:a~!i~R~)n ,PIE~~QQ,_J!'Iitb~__r~? 

Much research revolves around the importance of actually talking oneself in language 

learning (Levine, J. 199@: 23,36; van Lier, L. 1988: 74, 80, 133, 173; Stubbs, M. 1990: 

567, 568). What is the extent and nature of verbal participation of Black pupils? 

What about the multilingual classroom and evidence of the effect (both affective and 

practical) of the use of MT? Is MT used at all? Is its use encouraged or discouraged?_ 

· Numerous studies [eg le Raux (1993: 23, 159) and Giles (1977: 27, 137, 142, 143 and 

166)] examine the importance of group identity and its effect on sense of self and 

language learning. What is the role of MT in language and other learning? If children 

use MT, why and when do they? What is the effect of MT use on their group identity 

and on peer attitudes? 
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What language learning techniques have Black pupils evolved for themselves? How do 

they feel about Bridging Programmes and extra help? In my earlier (May 1993) study, 

for example, I found that the girls criticised the extra English group, feeling it had a 

judgmental racial basis for selection. 

... there are others - White - who are not told to go to extra English -
and I do better than them - and they're not told to go to extra English ... 

Are accent, vocabulary sentence and discourse structuring being affected? Evidence 

about the actual situation and grassroots attitudes could give a periscopic view into 

the future of English in South Africa. 

What about language and identity? This was an important issue - who am I in/because 

of this new environment? 

I know I'd probably be different if I weren't at this [Model-C) school but 
that's too hard to think about, so, I just tell myself- I mean I'm me - that 
I'd be the same. 

(an African girl, ibid). 

3. The effects of differing mixes of racial groups: 

How do differing racial mixes affect the whole dynamic of Language teaching and 

group identity? Does group racial composition affect attitudes to languages, language 

speakers and to the future of languages in South Africa? 
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POSSIBLE OUTCOMES: 

This is a severely limited survey and this first wave of Black pupils is probably not a v 

normal sample, for the socio-political reasons already outlined. 

Value of pupil response: 

My May 1993 research highlighted the absurdity of the fact that schemes had been 

planned for L2 pupils, and imposed on them, about which they had strongly-held 

views. Yet no-one had taken the simple step of consulting them, or letting them listen 

to one another./ had no idea you guys like felt this way. I thought I was the only one! 

(ibid) 

In this context, we need to listen to the children's views on language-related issues. 

Constructive Change through teachers: 

The teachers will remain a constant in future educational developments. Herein lies 

scope for generalisation and the potential for this study to generate constructive 

change. Teacher unease about new classroom profiles is so pronounced that research 

seems imperative. 
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CHAPTER 2: A Review of the Literature: 

FOCUS: the disadvantage or the child? 

Disadvantage is a popular coinage in South Africa. I suggest this focus on deficit 

needs more analysis. Knapp and Shields (Phi Delta Kappan, June 1990) say we must 

examine what is implied by focusing on the presumed 11deficits11 of disadvantaged 

children because 

a focus on the poor preparation of disadvantaged children often 
distracts attention from how poorly prepared the school may be to serve 
these youngsters. 

(p 754) 

This concentration of focus on dysfunctional communities or families, while it may be 

apt in limited cases, should be replaced as a perspective by the assumption that all 

pupils arrive at the school 

with ways of speaking and interacting with adults and peers and with 
ideas about the purpose of schooling and the likelihood of their 
success 

(p 755) 

A sharp focus on the child, its potential and own perceptions is what I want for my 

study: what can the child tell us? To lose the child in the system and in the web of the 

assumptions of others would be absurdly complacent. 

Analysis of recent journals for related research revealed interesting accounts of mixed 

language groups, but based on small samples (eg Hakuta and D'Andrea, 1992; Li,S. 

1991 and Oladejo, J. 1991). Local writing on the theme of language in linguistically

mixed classrooms is very limited: Leibowitz (1990)· and Austin (1991) have reported 

usefully, but wrote their dissertations prior to the 110peningn of schools (1991 ). Bot 

(1992), Christie (1990) and le Raux (1993) largely examine schooling and social 

matters in general. 
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As mine is a broad-based study of language education-related matters I therefore refer 

to the more traditional body of writing on aspects of: 

Language and identity 

Theories about practical language learning 

I largely nominate, fairly uncritically, some areas of interest suggested by the literature. 

I put some to the test in my research and refer to them in more detail in later chapters. 

LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY: 

Bilingualism 

Whole language programmes have been founded on the assumption that access to 

English offers enhanced social mobility (Williams and Snipper. 1990: 52). Black 
' 

parents oppose MT tuition in favour of English immersion programmes. What happens 

when the home structures cannot support the bilingual situation? 

Is imposed bilingualism successful only for Upper Middle Class children with strong 

linguistic support structures and motivation in place ( eg the successes of immersion 

teaching in Canada)? 

What does appear clearly from the literature is that successful 
bilingualism appears in contexts where the environment allows for the 
full and harmonious development of the individual and where tensions 
and conflict are not exacerbated by linguistic oppositions 

(Baetens Beardsmore, H. 1986:116) 

Lambert (1963), identified the problem of feelings of ethnic anomie, giving rise to a 

subtractive bilingualism, where the learners abandon their First Language because of 

the perceived benefits of merging with members of another group. Does this prevail 
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locally? With the current "Language-as-a-problem" orientation in South Africa should 

we not emphasize the positive implications of additive bilingualism? 

Anomie 

Baetens Beardsmore (ibid: 1986: 153) describes anomie as a feeling of personal 

disorientation, anxiety and social isolation and discusses bewilderment and frustration 

brought about by the conflict of loyalties and aspiration generated in clashes between 

cultures (referring to Child, 1943}. Presumably the minority groupings of Africans in 

Modei-C schools would be experiencing some of the aspects of anomie. 

Researchers have also identified a crisis phase where, particularly in adolescents, a 

certain critical level of advanced bilingualism is reached when the learner perceives s/ 

he is at a turning point in terms of adopting (or not) certain norms or conventions 

associated with the second language group. 

Acculturation 

Schumann (ibid: 161) proposes a model of second language development, which links 

with anomie and is based on the social phenomenon of acculturation. The model was 

designed to account for the problem of differential success in L2 acquisition of 

immigrants but could also apply to a developing bilingualism. 
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Factors affecting acculturation are: 

Social Distance: 

• Levels of Assimilation could determine whether speakers of a minority 

language (presently the situation in Model C schools) have given up 

anything of their language. 

• Cohesiveness and size of the language group determine the amount of 

contact between speakers of different languages. 

• Social distance is also measured by the level of enclosure of language 

groups and possibilities for cross-lingual contacts. 

• Congruence between the two cultures affects potential to learn 

language. 

• Positive attitudes towards the . community increase the likelihood· of 

language acquisition. 

Psychological Distance: 

• Culture shock, disorientation created by the new environment and 

stress, can cause rejection of the new community and a minimizing of 

efforts to learn the new language. 

• Ego-permeability relates to inhibitions felt in using a weaker language -

the more permeable one is the more likely one is to take risks in trying 
·- .,... 

out the weaker language. 

• Motivation is important: types are instrumental (how can it help. me?) or 

integrative (do I want it so I can join the community in question?). An 
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integrative motivation is more likely to allow for sustained effort than an 

instrumental one which may apply for limited time or purpose duration 

only. 

These points posit a wealth of aspects for further investigation. 

Ethnicity: 

Fishman ( 1977: 16) says ethnicity is rightly understood as an aspect of a collectivity's 

self-recognition as well as an aspect of its recognition in the eyes of outsiders. In 

Africa's linguistic whirlpool, language change has been prompting a revival of ethnic 

energy: I cannot omit this element. Fishman refers to mobilised and unmobilised 

ethnicity, as though one is always part of an ethnic absolute, with it sometimes merely 

dormant. 

Language is the recorder of paternity, the expresser of patrimony and 
the carrier of phenomenology 

(ibid: 25). 

An important social determinant as a moderator to Second Language development 

is the issue of threat to ethnic identity. At present, in the Modei-C schools, African 

children are in a minority and many of them are struggling with scholastic 

requirements: what threats does this impose to identity? 

(Given South Africa's turgid educational legacy, and admission to Modei-C schools 

sometimes mythologised as "the solution" to learning difficulties, I shall need to 

examine carefully, for all ethnic groups, whether the anticipated rewards of learning 

a second language do [not?] balance out the perceived costs ig.le.rms,.,gUoss_ot 

ethnic a~ (Taylor, Meynard and Rheault. 1977: 103). 
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Accommodation Theory 

Studies have looked at whether or not ethnic communities choose to accentuate 

linguistic differences as a symbolic tactic for maintaining their identity and cultural 

distinctiveness (Giles, H. 1977: 323) - so-called divergence - or at whether disparate 

groups tend to a convergence. Accommodation theory was developed to account for · 

changes in speech style in the course of conversations. With the present state of flux 

in schools and debate about the future of English I am keen to look for local 

examples. Similarly, pupils' use of Xhosa at schools could be either to strengthen 

learning processes or be the verbal abuse referred to {ibid:330) where the 

maintenance of or switch to another language in the face of an outgroup 
speaker (in a bi- or multilingual setting) [could] be among the most 
potent forms of psycho-linguistic distinctiveness. 

Community rejection of linguistic change 

Segalowitz and Gatbonton state: 

a community may frown upon mastery of a second language that is too 
native-like if there is a belief that native-like control of the language is 
associated with a weakening of identity with the home group and a 
desire to integrate with the other group. 

(ibid, 337) 

Each child emerges from a distinct speech community with shared norms. Guy's 

article (1988: 44) examines the distinction between overt and covert norms (Labov) 

stressing that for working class groups the non-standard linguistic norms of the group 

may possess some covert prestige, with an important social significance. Krach (1 ~U: 

58) asks why some resist linguistic change despite their social mobility. 

I want to look for variations on this theory: for example, are the Coloured children 

(suggested because of unique flavour in English structures and pronunciation) in the 

White majority schools retaining their preferred forms more or less than those in 

Coloured schools? Are they even aware of them? 
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TALKING AND LEARNING: PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING 

Mother Tongue Use: 

Contemporary theorists {eg Kalantzis, M ; Cope, Band Slade, D. 1989) are concerned 

about the spectre of semi-lingua/ism {Hansegard, 1968), where pupils might be 

experiencing a cognitive void because no language is sufficiently strongly established. 

They are concerned about effects which emerge, sometimes only after years of 

uneven language development, where apparently adequately bilingual (called co

ordinate bilingualism) children find their mainstream language is not a functional 
/ 

alternative to MT. What therpupils are experiencing in relation to Cummins' Threshold 

Level {Cummins, J and Swafn, M. 1986: 6) proposal (reasonable degree of proficiency 

in first language before being immersed in L2) seems an important area of focus. 

Although the actual term semi-lingual has a fearful connotation of a linguistic void, the 

notion of an under-languaged child seems a useful one. 

Kalantzis et al also warn about uncritically hailing and entrenching linguistic diversity 

as that very act could lock people into disadvantage. The chief thrust of their 

discussion is that motivation for celebrating difference should be valid. They propose 

a holistic model of culture {ibid: 24) which details a sensitive link with language. 

Mercer and Mabin (Mercer, M. 1981: 84) say that to eliminate pupil dialect forms would 

be impractical and dangerous because identity is bound up in speech forms. They . 

add that pupils will reject school if their MT is regarded as worthless, urge 

development of bidialectism and the enthusiastic incorporation of the pupils' own 

language and forms. 

Should there not be a whole school policy to acknowledge the worth of the child's 

own language? 
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Linguistic Vitality 

When upwardly mobile African parents have made sacrifices of MT development to 

encourage their children's English skills, maybe MT vitality is affected making it 

vulnerable to erosion (eg when they do not have the ability to read in the MT). Giles, 

Bourhis and Taylor (1977: 308) say: 

the more vitality a linguistic group has, the more likely it will survive and 
thrive as a collective entity in an intergroup context. It follows too that 
ingroup members would turn more to one another in intergroup 
situations rather than functioning as isolated individuals. 

Their article defines structural variables most likely to influence vitality of ethnolinguistic 

groups as: 

• status (configuration or prestige variables) 

• demographic (sheer numbers and distribution throughout territory) 

• institutional support (formal representation in important institutions) . 

Although the authors describe the continued existence of a language in a community 

I shall use these terms to examine a minority language in the microcosm of the school. 
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What about pupils talking? 

A definition of communicative competence: 

Hymes (in F Newmeyer (ed). 1981: 213) says: 

We have to account for the fact that a normal child acquires knowledge 
of sentences, not only as grammatical, but also as appropriate. He or 
she acquires competence as to when to speak, when not, and as to 
what to talk about with whom, when,where, in what manner .... This 
competence, moreover, is integral with attitudes, values and motivations 
concerning language, its features and uses ... 

I want to explore the necessity and scope for verbal interaction. In Wells' description 

of MT acquisition (Wells, G. 1981: 1 02) he details the gradual mastery of forms 

through conversation, the development of the turn-taking principle and the notion of 

continuation of a topic (ibid: 103), emphasizing the need for mutuality and reciprocity 

(ibid: 115). Bridges, Sinha and Walkerdine (ibid) discuss the co-operative principle, 

requesting, and asking for clarification - all of these are verbal skills, developed, 

obviously, through verbal interaction. 

Wells' own view is that The interaction (or social) model of language acquisition holds 

that language learning occurs in and through participation in speech events (van Lier, 

L. 1988: 74). Seliger (ibid: 80) has shown that pupils who initiate more interaction 

perform better on proficiency tests. van Lier details several interaction types (ibid: 

171): conversation, telling, elicitation, ritual, group work and also says that it is during 

unplanned sequences that language is used most creatively (ibid: 214). French and 

Wall (Wells, G. 1981) discuss participant asymmetry which shows how the nature of 

classroom interaction, with a dominant teacher, can restrict pupils' verbal participation. 

I need to question the relevance of all these theories and to find room for 

implementation if desirable. 
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"Pseudo-questions" and "teacher talk" 

Barnes (ibid: 211) has analysed teacher questioning closely and accuses teachers of 

asking "pseudo-questions•., requiring minimal verbal (or cognitive, for that matter) 

input. A significant verbal distinction between home and school is that at home the 

child is more often the one. who can initiate questions. This seems to me crucial in · 

addressing the developmental needs of the l2 students in my study. Are they given 

enough scope to talk, initiate, to "be"? 

"Teacher talk" is described by Sacks et al (ibid: 229) as necessitated for practical 

reasons: where fragmentary conversation is allowed, conversational schism tends to 

result. 

Boggs (van Lier, L. 1988: 225) has shown how Hawaiian children are happy to 

contribute to chorus recitations, but are reluctant to be singled out. As the mode of 

instruction in traditionally Black schools depends commonly on this collective 

interaction with the teacher (suggested as a possible cultural preference, van Lier: 

225) awareness of this is important in any analysis of teaching methods and their 

effect on the Black child. 
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CONCLUSION: QUALITY EDUCATION - A DREAM FOR BLACKS? 

What has restricted access to quality education in America? Kochman (In Mercer, N: 

1981, Chapter 5) cites problems with the way Blacks are intimidated when their 

manner of asking questions is corrected while the question itself is not answered; 

cultural bias in questioning; interruptions to reading to make trivial corrections; delayed 

access to instruction; restricted access to quality instruction (Bridging programmes or 

streaming- Black pupils mark time while White counterparts move on); dialect-specific 

testing. Reading is seen as a culturally-alien activity. 

My study will attempt to take these findings and to test them in local schools. Despite 

South Africa's oppressive history decisions need to be based on long term 

pedagogical objectives and not short term genuflection (Kalantzis et al. 1989: 28) so 

research into the many aspects detailed thus far is imperative. 
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CHAPTER 3: Obtaining a Data Base. 6 

PILOT STUDY: 

I piloted the study at the elite girls' school (School E) where I teach, and have easy 

access. 50 pupils and the whole staff participated. 

Since I subsequently adjusted some written questions, E will not be compared directly 

with the other schools. Its teacher responses will be included, however, as that sample 

has the advantage of being representative of the whole staff. 

THE MAIN STUDY: 

Selection of Sample: 

The initial selection of schools could be described as a 11judgement11 sample 

(Oppenheim,A. 1992: 43). On the basis of 11knowing 11 the schools by reputation, 

selected 4 with varying racial mix. All are co-educational, English medium schools. 

School A is an elite school, achieving outstanding results in all spheres and having 

enormous, traditional pressure for admission. It was chosen to examine effects on 

Black children and on the school of their being in such an environment and in a small 

minority. 

School B is a community school, isolated in terms of public transport and surrounded 

by major freeways. The community is a varied one, with homes both humble and 

upmarket. The school-leaving results reflect a wide range of academic levels. With the 

6 Permission was granted by the relevant principals and the Cape Education Department. 
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advent of 110penll schooling, this school was well positioned to include Black children. 

It has a larger Black population and reflects a broader class range than School A. 

School C had· been losing numbers prior to the 110pening11 of schools. It is relatively 

newly established, in a modest residential area, and near many prominent academic 

schools. Few candidates attempt University entrance examinations and several pupils 

are from children's homes or are problem children, removed from other schools. 

Numbers have markedly increased since 1991 and 70% of the pupil body is Black. 

This school, with its rapidly shifting social structure, was an important object of study. 

School D is a Coloured school.lt is stable in terms of pupils, staff and routine and 

situated away from zones affected by boycotts. There is little surrounding residential 

area and many pupils travel great distances, because this is the school their parents 

attended. The social range is substantial (similar to school B perhaps?). The 

examination results are good. The school has enroled 75 African children, with a broad 

class representation. 

Overview of sample: 

Thus the only constants are that the pupils are all in standard six at co-educational 

schools and that English is the MOl. The legacy of the apartheid system and the pre

existing, self-selective factors (Oppenheim, A. 1992: 15) were variables beyond my 

control: previously 11fUII 11 schools remain full because of their traditional clientele and 

only schools previously struggling because of numbers have accepted pupils of other 

race groups in appreciable numbers. Thus the effects of changing racial mix and of 

class are inextricably linked. Only an elite school's aggressive 11affirmative action 11 policy 

would alter this. Such a policy would prompt (White) parental resistance, because the 

Zoning ruling, that pupils in the immediate vicinity be given preference for admission, 

is still enforced. Parents are not opposed to integration (see Chapter 4) but will 

nevertheless not want their own children to lose places in their neighbourhood school. 
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The normal "random" sample feature is absent: for practical purposes I was allocated 

a whole class at each school. Because I wanted to study groups including Black 

children, each school allocated me its most mixed class. This was often a "weaker" 

class, giving a satisfactory feature in fact, as the classes mostly had a similar profile 

with similar pupil and teacher expectations. 

Data Gathering: 

Because of the complexity of the field I elected to follow a "hybrid" approach (van Lier, 

L. 1988: 12) - both qualitative and quantitative research, with use of data triangulation. 

In "between method" triangulation the same data is viewed from differing angles. This 

ensures both a depth and a stability of features identified, because there is cross

confirmation from more than one source. 

The research fell into 3 broad types: 

• Observation of classroom situations 

Interviews 

Written responses 
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OBSERVATION OF LESSONS- JOINING A CLASS: 

To observe the full language environment of the class selected, I attended all its 

lessons for at least one school day, mostly two days. I made notes and used 

Discourse Analysis to cope with the mass of data. 

I introduced myself, making general reference to my research role. I was not a distant 

and unknown observer. The teachers would have a mixed attitude to me, obviously: 

some keen to show off a bit, and some studiously ignoring me, most probably only 
/ 

barely tolerating me. I would clearly experience some degree of the observer's // 

paradox as noted by Labov (in Milroy, L. 1987: 59). 

I was interested in the contention (van Lier, L. 1988: 74) that language learning occurs 

in and through participation in speech events. I might be able to get some sense of 

the nature of written work required of pupils. I would note code-switching and 

compare the 5 schools. 

As this observation was only part of an analysis, I would not record all verbal 

interactions but note trends and record relevant comments. The emphasis was to be 

on subtle gradations and behaviours and not on an intricate account of linguistic 

detail. I was keen to analyse 11data as they are II (van Lier, L. 1988: 2). 
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I wanted to record at first hand: 

Aspects of the teaching style 

• posing of questions to evoke longer or shorter responses 

• glossing of terms 

• attitudes to language/special needs in the room 

Pupil performance 

• degree of verbal or other involvement in the lessons 

• nature and extent of pupil or peer interaction 

(\ 

• actual languages spoken in the classroom and in the corridors 

• relative performance - did pupil action vary from class to class, and if so WHY? 
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INTERVIEWS: 

I interviewed each principal, the class English teacher, the Head of English, any other 

interested teachers and representative groups of the pupils in the class. 

Interviews with the Principals 

I spoke to the principal of each school about: 

• its linguistic/racial composition 

• power roles held by various groups in the school (because of my 

interest in ethnic group identity/societal-social orientation and self-image, 

Pretorious. 1993: 18) 

• his/her own feelings about a whole-school language policy 

• selection/admission procedures (How had these evolved through time?) 

• philosophies about non-racial schooling 

• some sense of successes, problems and evolution of policies. 

Interviews with English teachers 

Here I was interested in: 

• Bridging programmes or any other adaptations, schemes, successes or 

failures. 

• attitudes 

• a sense of current teacher mood 

• attitudes to communicative competence, language proficiency, 

importance of "standards" etc 

• teacher description of the impact of the new racial groups on teaching 

dynamics 

• selection of setworks and passages for analysis. 
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Interviews with Pupils 

I used group interviews (tape-recorded) rather than individual ones, because of 

problems with access. I interviewed pupils in separate linguistic/racial groups to 

investigate shared experiences. My earlier research had also shown the value of useful 

cross-group dialogue, which could permit an interviewer to be fairly passive. Obviously 

there are also disadvantages to group interviews. The dominant voice can sway group 

attitude (Oppenheim, A. 1992: 79) and the silent ones can opt out. I would need to be 

aware of this tendency and to direct matters subtly. 

Because affective factors can influence language development (Scarcella, quoted by 

Lemmer, E. 1993: 159), with possible problems arising because of lack of congruency 

of home and school environment I was keen to examine some of these and pupils' 

11lntegrative motive11 (Clement et al. 1982: 142) 

I questioned all groups about: 

• shared linguistic experiences 

• attitudes to members of other groups - group membership and 

intergroup relationships are key factors in language development 

(Accommodation theory, Ellis 1987)- >v 

• reactions to the notion of a multi-lingual classroom 

• attitudes to learning other languages 

• reading preferences 

• colloquialisms, accent and attitudes to 11accuracy11
• 

• perceived shifts in English, attitudes and playground talk 

I asked the Black children about: 

• use of their MT in learning 

• need for one another (if any) 

• methods of language learning 

• how they felt language across the curriculum affected their studies 
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WRITTEN RESPONSES: 

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 

I made this (see Appendix 2) short and easy to complete, bearing in mind throughout 

the strictures of Oppenheim (1992). In order to woo the teachers I included a few 

cartoons, assured anonymity and allowed primarily for Yes/No responses (with a few 

other gradations: eg Somewhat, Generally, Not Sure). The questions largely asked for 

observations either about their or their pupils' behaviour. Intermittently I included 

scope for an open-ended comment. 

• I asked about questioning, evaluation and teacher talk. I surveyed 

feelings about the language of texts and provision of worksheets. 

• A vital section sought observations on the degree and nature of L2 pupil 

. participation and verbal interaction. This also indirectly tested the nature 

and degree of teacher/pupil inter-relationship. It is hard to comment on 

such aspects unless you hear the pupil talk. 

This section provides a sharp and focused platform for comparison between the 

sch6ols - a central reason for the research. A picture of the ethos of each school 

would possibly emerge - based on long-term observations by a group of experienced 

professionals. 

• I asked about standards and about attitudes to the speaking of Mli in 

classrooms 
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PUPIL RESPONSES: 

Basic data sheet: (Appendix 3) 

To establish a frame of reference about parental socio-economic status, the pupils 

anonymously provided data about parental occupation and education and their own 

aspirations. 

Disguised Questionnaire and Essay: 

As I wanted varied and unique responses, the first questionnaire was presented with 

a number of headings, as if it were a planning sheet for an essay on Language and 

Me (Appendix 4}. Opinions on a variety of aspects (eg accent, text book language etc) 

were sought. I hoped the fun element would prompt fresh reactions. Some of their 

responses ( eg on accent and language mixing) could be compared with answers on 

other worksheets, to check on stability of response. 

The pupils then used some of these ideas to write the actual essay, so I could see 

which issues seemed MOST pressing (and get information on proficiency levels). 
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WORKSHEETS (See Appendices 5, 6 and 7) 

Rather than accumulate cold, and perhaps superficial, attitude responses, I used a 

worksheet approach, where pupils reacted to information in passages. I kept the input 

and tasks lively and varied and the presentation playful. 

I wanted a proficiency profile for each pupil and decided to interweave questions on 

attitude with others which required insight/cognitive/language skills. This intermeshing 

would disguise or muffle the test element, providing so many open-ended questions 

that pupils could relax and answer freely. On the other hand this very no-right-answer 

aspect could intimidate those keen to "succeed". 

layout: 

I wanted it clear that I understood that there were questions which required varied 

approaches: some asked for attitudes, some for beliefs, some for cognitive leaps and 

some seemed to expect them to understand another language. I therefore introduced 

the programme carefully, explaining the system of little logos to mark different types 

of questions. 

Scope: 

There were 3 worksheets (about 1 hour each): 

WORKSHEET A (Appendix 5): 

The passage for study was a very parochial, British one about robins on Christmas. 

cards (illustrated). I imagined that this theme would alienate some readers and 

planned to use this in the questions. I obtained most of the 50 marks for the 

proficiency test (30/50) here as this was the only passage entirely in English. 
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Although question types were spread throughout the worksheet, I broke them into 

categories for later analysis: there were 9 marks (out of 30) for vocabulary and 

idiomatic usage; 8 marks for visual literacy and common sense type questions, and 

8 Multiple Choice plus 5 open-ended marks for higher order questions (requiring 

analytical skills). I kept them fairly easy as I had promised the school some marks. 

WORKSHEET B (Appendix 6): 

Firstly a passage from a comic-strip about prejudice about language or accent was 

given. This addressed tolerance, one of the central questions in this study. 

The main piece was from a play by Athol Fugard, Boesman and Lena (a Coloured 

couple), where it is necessary to understand Afrikaans to follow the dialogue well. The 

piece is fairly sophisticated, so I included very clear clues. 

I asked pupils what they felt about the task (and about Afrikaans and the compulsory 

study of Afrikaans or African languages) in multiple choice questions afterwards. I 

rated some answers - basic comprehension, tenses and sentence completion - used 

towards the overall proficiency rating (1 0 marks). 

Further probes about attitude involved feelings about language mixing in the play and 

wishes for the English/languages of a future South Africa. 
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WORKSHEET C (Appendix 7): 

The task was based on a comic-strip about Black youths, where some understanding 

of an African language is necessary, unless you study the pictures. 

Firstly I removed the text and asked the meanings of 5 "unknown" words (skyff, heyta, 

bra, umbhemi, popomalo), requiring them to work these out from sentences, without 

looking at the pictures. 

I also asked pupils to "correce (into standard English) 3 sentences. I was interested 

in attitudes to correctness (previously asked in the essay on "Language and Me"). 

The chief task was to re-construct the whole comic strip, linking the words (provided) 

with the given pictures. I wanted to probe the enjoyment factor, so I left fairly crude 

aids (eg the cut out words showed bits of the pictured background), making it 

possible to use a jigsaw-like logic. 

CONCLUSION: 

By the end I had interviewed several key members of each staff and about 1 00 pupils; 

obtained written responses from over 1 00 teachers and 3 - 4 hours worth of written 

data from 180 children. I had observed about 60 hours of lessons in 5 schools. 

Pupils' and teachers' responses to these interviews and tasks are presented in the 

next two chapters. 
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The Schools - Adults' Views from Within and from 
Without 

THE ADULT AND SITUATIONAL. VOICE: 

In this chapter, I outline the schools from the perspective of the principals and the 

Heads of English Departments, analyse the teacher responses to the questionnaire 

and record my observations from the period I spent with each class. In the next 

chapter the children's voice will be heard. 

While I comment briefly on responses and observations, the mass of data emerging 

and the potential for cross-referencing makes it premature for me to analyse deeply 

before all the data has been exposed. Detailed synthesis and analysis in terms of the 

questions posed in Chapter One will be delayed until Chapter Six, where I will group 

discoveries under salient headings and link with the theories explored elsewhere and 

outlined in Chapter Two. 

MAlTERS OF CLASS AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: 

Pupil responses to questions about parental background were quantified so I could 

comment accurately on matters of class, particularly important when comparing Black 

pupils at the various schools. For the analysis I used the categories adopted by 

Christie (Christie, P. 1991 ). The figures given are percentages. The size of the sample 

is 30 at each of schools A- C and 31 at school D (the previously Coloured school). 
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TABLE 3A 1: 

Employment 

Father A B c D 

Owner large business 4 

High Level Office 21 26 c 

Professional 64 26 7 17 

Clerical, Sales, Service 7 4 13 8 

Owner small business 10 17 

Worker skilled/unskilled 30 33 38 

Other 4 

N/A 4 11 37 21 

TABLE 3A 2: 

Mother A B c D 

Professional 53 11 23 8 

Clerical, Sales, Service 11 48 37 33 

Worker· skilled/unskilled 7 8 

Housewife 36 30 13 29 

N/A 11 20 21 
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TABLE 381: 

Education 

Father A B c D 

University/Coli. 89 33 30 22 

Secondary School 4 37 30 68 

Primary 3 5 

Not sure 7 30 5 

N/A 37 

TABLE 38 2: 

Mother A B c D 

University/College 93 41 37 9 

Secondary school 4 41 37 82 

Primary school 9 

Not sure 4 18 7 

N/A 20 

COMMENTARY: 

Interesting is the strong similarity between schools B, C and D on the skilled/unskilled 

level for fathers, with tertiary education for fathers also similar. As many pupils at C are 

in special care, figures there reflect a large N/A proportion. I find the higher 

educational levels for mothers, perhaps reflecting something of the increasing mobility 

of women, very interesting. Superficially schools B - D are surprisingly close to one 

another, with B having a fairly broad class representation. 
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When parents voted (1990) on school de-segregation, the votes gave an indication of 

commitment. This is interesting to consider in conjunction with present non-racial 

enrolment: 

TABLE 3 C: 

%Vote %in favour 

School A 98 95.73 

SchoolS 92.66 84.42 

SchooiC 97 89.79 

SchooiD 90.78 87.37 

(Figures: Metcalfe, M. 1991) 

In 1990 schools A and E and to a lesser extent B were 11fUII 11
, and could not enrol many 

Blacks, but C enroled an additional 1 00 pupils, arranging a staggered increase, so as 

not to destabilise the school too much. 

TABLE 3D: 

Present Enrolment (number of staff at each school in brackets): 

School A 852 (51) 

SchoolS 862 (48) 

SchooiC 350 (19) 

SchooiD 665 (41) 

ScheelE 640 (37) 

(Figures from the CEO, 1993) 
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INTERVIEWS WITH PRINCIPALS: 

Racial composition of schools: 

The principals were unsatisfactorily vague about numbers of Black pupils (had made 

a point of not 11knowing 11
) on the whole. There are about 90 at A (about 1 0%), of whom 

20 (about 2%) are African pupils, B has about 50 African pupils (about 5%), and C has 

about 30% White, about 43% Coloured and about 27% African pupils. D has about 75 

African pupils (11 %) of the school population and E is similar to A, with somewhat 

more African pupils. 

Admission: 

It seems that Black pupils with poor primary school academic results will not easily 

find accommodation in these schools. All principals feel it important for the child's 

long-term self-esteem that s/he not be enroled, simply to fail. Only at C and at D is 

there (some) talk of taking chances and that We must give them the opportunity. 
11Fitting in 11 (the right type of child) seems a vital criterion everywhere. 

No school has an admission test as such, but B asks for a paragraph and an oral 

input to register language ability (which all schools regard as paramount). 

A and E (7,5% of the hostel residents are African) are elite schools, where the 

traditional parent body exerts strong pressure for admission for children in the area. 

Realistically ratios of White and Black will not change much here, unless some kind 

of legislation enforces this. A full school remains full. Although there is careful (and 

conscious) enrolment of Black pupils, there is no talk of vigorous affirmative action. 
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Status of Mother Tongue, L2 users and L2 in the school: 

No principal enforces a rule against MT use. At A and E the feeling is that use of 

English should be encouraged, at B he had noted the congregating of Xhosa 

speakers at break, at C he stresses the richness of diversity and at D although he has 

learnt some Xhosa phrases ( eg Happy Birthday) .b.e,_.S-Pe,aks-o.Lstaf:Lla.c.IL.oi 

....uru:J.erstaodlng_jQr_Jbe_pJlght_qf_Africao_p_.~ These few observations encapsule 

neatly: anglocentrism (A and E); linguistic separation (B); diversity (C); and an 

uneasiness at D. 

Only at C are pupils of all race groups clearly established in status positions, although 

there are good sportsmen everywhere and Hostel prefects at E. Perhaps the fact that 

initially schools tended to enrol junior pupils is still a factor here. 

Xhosa is fully established as a subject only at A ,with Band E starting it now Ouniors). 

Coffers no Xhosa, though the principal is interested in it. The principal at D, although 

convinced of the need to offer Xhosa, says the teacher must not be a Xhosa person, 

as tbey do gq_t:Jsaow Qgw to teacb,. At some schools there are Black parents on the 

management council. 

"Bridging" programmes: 

Nowhere is there currently a "bridging programme". Various ploys had been tried but 

abandoned because of pupil resistance of some kind (generally because of withdrawal 

from regular school activities or because of feeling of stigma attached to the process). 

At B, C and 0 there is reference to a language "problem 11
• All report a period of 4 or 

5 months when Black children are rather quiet and battling before 11Settling down 11
• 

Generally schools refer to 11SUccess11 stories, at least socially, commenting on the 

enormous efforts of the Black children. However the 1990 intake is only now reaching 

matric and at D at least the principal admits grave language problems with the 

children straight from the "hinterland~~ (his reference to the "township 11 children). At C 
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the English teacher comments on the pupils' inability to construe~ simple sentences 

and everywhere teachers refer to problems with understanding 11the question~~. A and 

E feel the children are more or less coping, but this could be related to the nature of 

their intake. 

TEACHER RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE: 

The staff at A, not wanting to generalise off small numbers of Black pupils, resisted 

completing the questionnaire. The 38% who did complete the forms were largely 

Language teachers, skewing the sample and declaring sections nnot applicable11
• I 

have therefore incorporated here responses from the pilot study (school E) as the 

questions were the same, the school very similar and the whole staff answered. 

Generally A responses can be assumed to be similar to those at E. 

At 8 20 teachers (about half the staff) completed the forms and at C it was also 20 

teachers, the whole staff. 

Teachers at 0 objected to completing the questionnaire. I think they were suspicious 

of me and my assumed agenda. As only 7 participated, I discuss this separately. 

The global pupil body at C is represented (by the principal) as having improved 

academically and socially with the advent of other race (and language) groups. 

Teachers interviewed informally said that they teach all their children 11the samen 

because all struggle. This will be seen to impact on their responses. 

To simplify access to the questionnaire I adopted the crude descriptor, L2, to refer to 

non-MT speakers of English. 
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1. TESTING AND EXAMINING- ACCOMMODATING THE L2 PUPIL: 

[Numbers used to correspond with the numbering on the questionnaire] 

1.1. Do you make special provision for students' varied language backgrounds in 
setting tests/exams? 

At E very limited special provision (by 16% of teachers) is made when setting tests 

and exams, compared with the approximately 42% at 8 and C. Possibly they feel 

numbers of L2 pupils at E do not justify this. 

1.2. Has your subject department agreed on any modification to marking to 
accommodate pupils' language problems/their different backgrounds? 

Some in all 3 schools had informally discussed the matter and had loosely agreed to 

"be tolerant ... 

1.3.1. If the work has been written by a L2 candidate is it difficult for you to keep 
perspective when you are marking it ? 

SchooiE School B SchooiC 

Yes, very 5 

Yes 20 28 22 

Slightly 43 39 34 

No 37 28 44 

B showed most insecurity about keeping perspective when marking the work of L2 

candidates (72%), compared with the 63% atE and the 56% at C. 

However, overall, this is a significant response because, despite the small numbers 

of L2 pupils at E, one is already looking at a massive 63% finding it difficult to keep 

perspective. Despite the large numbers at C more than half do not yet have a routine. 
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1.3.2. Does marking the work of L2 candidates make your marking more lenient? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Much More 10 

Yes 40 32 28 

Slightly 37 21 28 

No 23 37 44 

The table shows that 77% (E), 63% (B) and 58% (C) have difficulty in setting standards 

for L2 pupils. C seems to have settled into a confident practice with only 28% saying 

yes. 

Only 23% atE say they are not more lenient. B (37%) is more securely placed. 

These are very striking statistics: if there is already such a powerful shift in internal 

standards, then what are the implications for the whole external examining system? 

The apparently confident practice at C may hold hopes that teachers will settle into 

solid assessment once numbers of L2 pupils increase (or may simply reflect a greater 

homogeneity of pupils there). 
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1.4. Is your evaluation process affected by concerns about acceptable standards in 
the external examinations? 

SchooiE SchoolS School C 

Yes 61 78 47 

Somewhat 24 11 35 

No 15 11 18 

C is again most blase with only 47% worried about external standards, compared with 

61% at E and a strong 78% at B. 

Again perhaps B is the most unstable at the moment. Has C worked through it ? Or 

is their relative tranquillity because they have fewer candidates for Matriculation 

Exemption? 

1.5. Would you like official Education Department Guidelines about evaluation? 

School E SchoolS SchooiC 

Yes 58 33 53 

Suggestions 26 44 37 

No 16 22 10 

Paradoxically, here B is least interested (77% vs 84% atE and 90% at C). 

Clearly education authorities must act. Proper (and informed) information and 

guidance must move through to the schools. Only a handful want NO guidance 

whatsoever (16% overall) 
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2. CLASSROOM PRACTICE- "TEACHER-TALK" AND TEXTS: 

2.1. Do you consciously provide simplified explanations (more so than for the English 
First Language students)? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Yes 59 79 79 

Sometimes 32 5 21 

No 9 16 

E {59%) definitely lags here. It will be interesting to compare pupil results on 

proficiency tests, verbal competence etc. 

2.2. How about text books? Do you feel their language is obscure/difficult? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Always 10 5 

Often 40 61 63 

Sometimes 43 33 26 

Never 7 11 

Possibly in an indication of the overall expectations at E only 50% of staff find the 

textbook language problematic, while B and C register about 64%. 

However, looked at in another way, the figure of 50% at best saying the language is 

seldom too difficult must have a resounding impact on the publishing world. For text 

to be accessible is surely the aim of an author. This conclusion by a body of teachers 

deserves attention: the plight of L2 pupils, to whom work may be linguistically opaque, 

must be serious. 
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2.3. Does your subject department produce alternative material eg worksheets? 

Is this: 

A: to give the pupils more practice? 

B: to simplify the material? 

C: to enrich the material? 

D: to provide material which is not in text books? 

E: to clarify the language used in text books? 

All schools produce worksheets between 60 and 70% of the time (another message 

for publishers). The most important reason (overall) is to provide material not in the text 

(93% nyes11). The second reason is to give more practice (90%) and the third to enrich 

(85%). 

This interesting selection sidelines both items I thought important for the second 

language pupils: the options to simplify (68%) and finally to clarify language (64%). 

While teachers do care about text book language matters, each school gave this 

option bottom slot, so one must assume that other matters are thought more pressing. 

3. L2 PUPILS' CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE, GENERAL INTERACTION: WHAT 
TEACHERS HAVE OBSERVED: 

I see this section as contributing enormously to our understanding of what is 

happening in the classrooms. Here teachers at five schools, who are teaching daily, 

convey their observations of classroom interactions. Such sustained analysis of 

minutiae would be impossible to conduct on an experimental basis or over a limited 

observation period. 
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3.1. In class, do L2 students contribute to general discussion (hands up; calling out 
answers etc)? 

Schooi'E SchoolS SchooiC 

Generally 31 22 40 

Sometimes 23 39 55 

Seldom 40 39 5 

Never 6 

E (31 %) and C (higher, at 40%) feel the pupils generally contribute to the classroom 

discussion, as opposed to 22% at B. Perhaps the pupils at E are perforce assimilated 

and the C children are simply liberated by their numbers and the general composition 

of the class. Perhaps the B children are inhibited at this stage in the process. 

The hunch about C pupils is confirmed by the ratings for seldom with A ,Band E all 

at about 40%, compared with a mere 5% at C. This is clearly a massive difference. The 

social issues require discussion here - why are C pupils so much more at ease than 

their counterparts, who are in the minority? 

The question is whether sheer pupil number shifts will make a similar difference to all 

schools. Will the global status afforded in schools to members of other language 

groups and to their languages affect classroom performance? 

Reference to the table indicates that B, with the second highest number of Black 

pupils, does show slightly higher percentages (on generally and sometimes) than the 

schools with only a few Black pupils. It will be interesting to examine this further when 

assessing pupil performance. 
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3.2. Do the L2 students speak in their home language to each other? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Generally 46 70 60 

Sometimes 29 18 30 

Seldom 17 12 10 

Never 8 

70% of B teachers say the children generally speak to one another in MT. The B 

children described a strong picture of linguistic separation at breaks and linguistically 

segregated groupings within the classroom (as far as they knew). The principal 

confirmed that Xhosa pupils tend to group together at breaks. This socialisation could 

be what is affecting linguistic patterns. The custom of not speaking English is more 

true of the junior classes, where they have higher ratios of Black pupils than in senior 

classes: the tendency is perhaps affected by pupil numbers. 

The difference between B (70%) and C (60%) is possibly that Black pupils at B, being 

fewer in number than those at C, feel more beleaguered than their counterparts. 

Alternatively this is perhaps simply a feature which has developed at B. 

Looked at differently, the 60% vote at C is surprisingly low. 
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3.3. Do L2 students chat informally to L 1 students? 

School E SchoolS SchooiC 

Generally 50 44 65 

Sometimes 30 56 35 

Seldom 20 

This is a particularly interesting question: it is really asking about a degree of 

socialisation. The picture already developing remains consistent : 65% of C teachers 

feel L2 pupils generally chat informally to English-speaking students as opposed to 

50% (E) and only 44% (B). This indicates a most relaxed relationship at C. 

3.4. Will L2 students answer you, in classroom discussion, when asked? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Generally 66 67 95 

Sometimes 34 33 5 

Seldom 

The most positive indication of a relaxed approach by the pupils at C comes from this 

question. The response is 95% 11generally11 as opposed to 66% at the other schools. 

Interestingly, A teachers also record a high positive vote here, this response possibly 

reflecting the academic worth of the pupils at A. 
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3.5. Do the L2 students initiate class discussion by raising a point of interest or asking 
for a public explanation? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Generally 3 6 16 

Sometimes 47 24 53 

Seldom 41 65 26 

Never 9 5 5 

C's positive profile continues, with 16% answering generally to this as opposed to only 

3% (E) and 6% (B). All told, 69% (C) and 50% (E) will initiate such discussion generally 

OR sometimes as opposed to only 30% at B. · 

I am not sure why there are so few at B, unless the linguistic clustering in class means 

that pupils help one another more. The pupils did admit to helping one another 

frequently. They regretted that they sat together and spoke so much Xhosa at the 

expense of English. I discuss this further in chapters 5 and 6. 

3.6. Do the L2 students sit anywhere special in the room? 

---
Generally they do not~anywhere special in the classrooms. Teachers at all schools 

_) 

commented that Black pupils sit together. 
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3.7. Have your L2 students' accents modified to fit in with those of their classmates? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Yes 9 11 

Somewhat 50 28 17 

No 17 28 56 

Not sure 24 34 17 

59% (E) felt pupils' accents had modified or somewhat modified. I expected the 

biggest weighting here. Both Band C recorded 28%. Only at C (56%), though, are 

teachers so sure about actually saying No (vs 17% at E and 28% at B). 

SUMMARY: 

Apparently C pupils are most relaxed in linguistic performance in the classroom and 

with peers. The B pupils may be affected by a climate of social and hence linguistic 

separation. It is important to note that they are very happy and not finding school a 

problem, they tell me. E pupils seem to perform much as one would expect from a 

group which is numerically small - compulsory interaction with the L 1 pupils and 

strong assimilation. 
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4. GENERAL: 

4.1. Are you making a conscious effort to "preserve standards in language"? 

·School E SchoolS SchooJC 

Definitely 16 17 

Yes 48 41 72 

Sort of 34 18 22 

No 2 18 6 

Figures atE and at 8 are identical, with 64% saying yes or definitely. It is at C, though, 

that opinion is strongest, with a 72% yes. I wonder if this is because they feel 

language standards are being seriously eroded? 

4.2.1. Is language teaching the preserve of language teachers? 

Here I test the common cry of language teachers that other staff leave language work 

to them. The vaguely ambivalent response 

( No by 85% [E]; 82% [B], and 79% [C] ) , instead of the ideal 1 00%, is therefore quite 

interesting. 
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4.2.2. Do you correct language errors in written work? 

SchooiE SchoolS SchooiC 

Often 74 82 58 

Sometimes 24 18 26 

No 2 16 

This was the logical sequel to 4.2.1., yielding the interesting response of 74% (E) for 

often, a firm 82% (B) and a mere 58% (C). 

It is interesting to speculate about the effects of this pattern on the pupils and about 

reasons for this attitude. Will the fierce grip by the teachers at B prevent the 

widespread difficulties that one suspects accounts for the approach at C? Are the 

teachers at 8 pushing for accuracy strongly because they see standards threatened? 

Another perspective raises questions about the support given to language teachers 

and simply to the language development of the pupils themselves. Should other 

teachers commit themselves more to language awareness? 
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4.3. How do you feel about pupils speaking their home language in your class? 

SchooiE SchooiB SchooiC 

Extremely Happy 12 13 \ 

Happy 67 68 43 

Not very Happy 15 13 57 / 

Very unhappy 6 6 ./ 

At E the tendency was to embrace the MT, with 12% feeling extremely happy and 67% 

happy. Only 6% were definitely vel}l unhappy (stating they have come here to learn 

English, glossing over other social and historic motivation). 

/ 

Important is the significant 57% not vefY happy at C, with nobody there vefY happy. 

I~§chers wer~ keen_to_comment h~r.e_OIJ feeling~ of being excluded if other languages 

~are used. There is no school policy to prevent MT communication - the principal, an 

Afrikaans teacher, consciously stresses the power of variety. 

I found the C teacher attitude fascinating - they have a significant number of Xhosa 

speakers and this is the attitude which has developed. Is the E approach destined to 

alter with the advent of more Xhosa speakers? Is the time coming where conflict might 

arise at C because of this feeling by the staff? The remarks were serious and 

concerned, not illiberal, but the fact remains that this is a source of concern and of 

interest for the classrooms of the future in South Africa. 

At 8 the figures are surprisingly almost identical to those at E and do not fall between 

the others or occupy a more extreme range. 

At all schools strongest resistance to MT use comes from Afrikaans teachers, who say 1 
they are there to teach Afrikaans. English teachers also say that they teach "English". 

I think the shift will have to move to I have to teach the child. 

/ 

I 
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4.5. Do you feel the questions asked on this questionnaire are generally relevant or 
irrelevant to your situation? 

Answers followed situations at the schools clearly with 55% yes (E), 71% (B) and 83% 

(C). Reasons given for 11not relevant11 at A and E were largely related to pupil numbers. 

SCHOOL D RESULTS: 

As only 7 teachers responded, I report briefly. They (83%) agreed with the others in 

seeking official guidelines on assessment of work of L2 pupils. Most (71 %) joined the 

majority of others in saying their marking was somewhat more lenient for L2 pupils. 

,- . ' 
- ~ . ' 

66%_s_aid.Jb_aLL2-pupi!s_.s_eJdom or never initiate classrogm discussior:~ .. Only C had a 

much better average here with 31% in this category. At D there was the strongest 11n011 

to whether pupils had modified accents with 80% (vs 28% average on all4 others).[Yet 

it is here that pupils themselves report the highest level of experimentation with 

accent]. 

All (1 00%) agreed that African pupils speak to one another in their MT. This linked with 

the impression of 60% of them (vs 6% overall average) that the pupils 11Seldom 11 use 

the general colloquialisms of the others. Apparently L2 pupils speak very little English 

;:lofQanally, remaining socially_anQJ!Q_guistically_LsDLateG:-
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GLOBAL REMARKS: 

Is C in a situation that B (in flux) and A (fewer Black enrolments) are not really facing 

yet? What are promising or disturbing features at C ? Do we all need the type of 

questions and angst prevalent at B to keep feeding honest responses? Can this study 

make some suggestions to help circumvent problems? 

The general pupil interaction seems most relaxed at C. Is this largely/solely because 

of pupil ratios (either in class or in the school as a whole - eg pupils of all race groups 

are clearly in positions of power and admired at C - no tokenism) or is there some 

other feature ( eg uniformity of ability levels, similarity of class structure/family 

background etc) responsible for the comfort at C ? 

If significant proportions of language groups, as at C, are what is needed for pupil 

language performance to become relaxed, and if certain schools are not going to 

increase their Black pupil numbers significantly, then what alternative measures can 

they adopt? 
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RECORD OF MY OWN CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS: 

I now juxtapose some of my own classroom observations against these teacher 

opinions. I spent one or two days with each class, attending all lessons. This gave me 

an ideal opportunity to observe teacher language and general language interaction. 

I shall first make general remarks and then isolate some specific lessons and subjects 

for analysis of their particular problems or power to excite. 

Use of MT in social and educational interaction: 

At A there was only one African pupil in the class, a girl from Nigeria. At E there were 

occasionally two. Overall, the many Coloured pupils (66) generally spoke English, or 

their accustomed mixture of English and Afrikaans. Therefore my main observations, 

under this heading, will be based on the 17 African pupils I saw at schools B,C and 

D. 

At all schools the children used their own languages in the corridors and whenever 

the opportunity arose in class. There was a fairly steady undercurrent of Xhosa 

conversation at B, C and D, generally connected with work. At D a teacher asked the 

child who was better at English if she were helping the weaker one and approved this. 

While this was probably most useful, it is also interesting that the teacher actually 

abnegated personal responsibility for sorting out this problem. One teacher resented 

pupil aid and said 1 just told him and 1 said it in English and you're saying it again in 

English!, seemingly affronted that the (African) child was not even using Xhosa. 

One particular boy only looked remotely alert and at ease when he found a chance 

just to chat, in Xhosa. At each school there were apparently some 11more 11 and others 
11less11 verbal in English (I shall call them MV and LV) children, with the quieter ones 

very dependent on the verbal ones, who were sometimes reluctant to break 

concentration to help, ¥~t..9?De.r.ally_dkLlrL~~Cicb_cas.e.tbe-African~cbildr:eJJ~e1tl:ler aU s_at 

.t~gelbe.UrLc~eLtalrLp.airi.og_s__oJ_gr.o__upio.gs.. 
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The short explanation for membership of each category is: those who had been at 

White schools for longer were far more verbal and hence more flexible in social 

groupings. When these MV children were pre-occupied or talking to the others then 

the inarticulate LV children just kept absolutely quiet. The LV children appeared to 

work very slowly indeed. In a Maths class I found one could_,.nQLeYJ~ILmultiply 5 X 3)' 
---·"" k..;.>f f-

JJutJh~ teacher had_ooLuncovered this, describing th~LcbllcLas_oaughty_andJdle. { . -
"---' 

Verbal interaction with the teachers: 

The MV children (only) were at all times happy to contribute when asked directly, and 

frequently put up their hands. They asked their own questions when the teacher was 

circulating but not in public forum. The LV children generally froze when questioned 

directly, frequently not saying anything at all. 

The language of teaching and testing: 

The teachers generally use a reflex glossing: use a word then rephrase simply. @ften 

the word was marked out This is a funny word. It means ... There's that funny word 

again. I was amazed at the number of complex words and the extent of idiomatic 

usage, eg debt bondage, emancipation, rings a bell, systematically, gone haywire, 

demarcated, meridian, explain the underlying principle, aesthetic value. 

The most obvious distinction between the teaching at schools B,C and D (all similar, 

except for more rote, corporate 11Calling out" of answers, orchestrated by teachers at 

Q) and that at A and E was the type of questioning used. I am particularly interested 

in the nature and frequency of verbal interaction required of the L2 children. If 

questions only require straight recall or if the entire programme is teacher-spoken, 

then when is an extra stretch required of the child? The classes at A and E were 

regularly (not invariably) asked more open-ended questions, requiring an extended 

verbal input of the child. Group work (even for Maths) was also favoured at these 

schools. 
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Some teachers used a colourful mix of English and Afrikaans and I find this an 

interesting issue. One child spoke rather wistfully of the fact that they only hear 

Afrikaans from their subject teacher. In the haste to affirm African languages people 

must not underestimate the effect of this codeswitching too. The teacher who said they 

were all sommer sold and stomp around was not making herself incomprehensible 

and in fact maybe was enhancing her power to communicate. The Coloured 

community have long 11authorised 11 such taal-switching and I certainly noted well

tolerated use of Afrikaans words by teachers, previously unthinkable in our pseudo

British system. 

Afrikaans : Problems for some, massive affirmation for others. 

In every school African children battled with Afrikaans. When two teachers used oral 

groups pupils responded cheerfully to the challenge, but their work was extremely 

threadbare (a few very poor sentences), which was glossed over by the teachers. 

One Afrikaans teacher at C described a multilingual technique of using parallel African 

Language and Afrikaans texts (African stories translated), with dramatically powerful 

effects on her Xhosa-speaking pupils, who suddenly came alive. 

In Afrikaans classes the transformation wrought in the Coloured children is hard to 

capture in words. The silent, passive or frankly naughty child of other lessons here 

blooms and rejoices in its power, yearning to answer every question. This forces 

recognition of rewards inherent in a system where one's control of one's own 

language is the generator and the electricity all in one. Here the Afrikaans or English/ 

Afrikaans LV child outstripped any MV child in one eager lunge. 
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When DID the African Children respond? 

There were 4 situations where the African children palpably blossomed. There is no 

doubt that these were exceptions to the normal classroom pattern. 

1. In a Library period where the teacher had constructed a task which was really 

a multi-cultural one, they revelled in the opportunity: 

• to be on equal footing with others (all had to look up data- they literally 

ran to the shelves when the order was given and elbowed out the 

opposition, although they were otherwise a restrained group. The 

Coloured boys joined in this surge to the shelves). 

• to help when the teacher had set a "Zulu"-oriented task and had erred 

in the use of a Zulu word 

• to work in groups (own language; could ask the teacher for individual 

help) 

2. In an Accountancy period where the teacher spoke in a teasing pidgin Xhosa 

Gust a few words but liberally interspersed in the lesson). ~cb.er_w~$ 

.Afrika~_eaking_a.o.cLactually rather nJde to ttle:ebildren !.Q@...ca._Ue9-o.n.e_b_QM:... 

a babo.,ga.Jn.Xbu~Cl. • .Jbeo_saidJ_be_w_ord_tor, bo}I-Wa5.;.Vm¥-glmilqr~an..fl_be co!JJ&l 

:§12_9oseJMbether be was a.bab_o_o_!bQr..a-tx>y~. frequently adopting a jocular mock 

Xhosa accent for his English. Yet, in two full days of observation, this was when 

the African children's faces fairly blazed with interest. They sat at the front 

calling out answers to every question. Those previously passive passengers 

were transformed and actually controlled the momentum for the group. I must 

ascribe their buoyant mood to the teacher's style and, presumably significantly, 

to his saying, however crudely, in his use of their language: I see who you are. 
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3. Fascinating was the transformation, in an English lesson, of a girl recently from 

the Transkei, who was miserable in all lessons (except the Library class in 1 

above). She emerged entirely from her shell to gyrate and sing in an oral 

presentation. The groupwork had stimulated these girls (all the groups were 

racially segregated by choice) to create Television interviews with (Black) 

performers and to mime and dance to hit songs. Clearly groupwork and the 

exploitation of drama, song, movement and mime deserve much attention. 

4. In a Science lesson, where the class swept off with creative answers to rather 

clever, higher order questions, requiring extended answers, which were 

sensitively acknowledged.J,Jhiok thatJ].ere-tl3~=-s-ecretJay_io_tiJi.§_QQ~O.:.ended 

_..,gnd pe_9c,efu!~V.Q-Y.age_where-ev.er.yoo~~s _remqrk~~as_ackoP:N-IeJige~ct.,as-; 

_jmportaot.J::Ier:e~also-tb.eie.ache.LsRe-citically-Said-tl:lat.tb.e,.Xbosa-sf3eaker.s-wate. 

,w..Qdda.g-~eJL(ar.t<~bi:lJ~ttes_tbao~me .... _!=ngl isb_.couoterpar:ts~~ 

SUMMARY: 

Undoubtedly the generally subdued pupils were sparked by: 

1. The teacher's use of their language or references to their language 

2. Group work 

3. The Zulu (11Multicultural 11
) exercise 

4. Open-ended questioning allowing for free talk 

5. Definitely by opportunities to perform (dance, enact, sing or mime). 
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CONCLUSION: 

Clearly teachers are seeking guidance. They are reflecting on the changing 

educational situation and confused about their roles. 

White teachers in particular are driven to find a philosophical position for themselves: 

either I treat them all the same (denial of difference, often motivated very nobly) or 

somebody must do something (denial of personal responsibility, but recognition of a 

problem). 

Coloured teachers seem to have less guilt or sense of personal liability and respond 

to the African pupils in. more rational, uninvolved terms: they should not come here 

straight from township schools (their problem is theirs) or we have a real problem here 

but the other teachers do not understand (I care but I'm in a minority, and therefore the 

little I could do would not be enough). 

Bearing in mind the experie':lces and complex attitudes of teachers it will be interesting 

to unravel pupil attitudes in Chapter 5 and to draw the strands together in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 5: Pupils Talk about themselves, their Learning and 
their Attitudes. 

Why are people afraid to say.-:.Black~?.,.a_.»v~oice,.asks_._'f_e_s._LJmow_!~m_BlCJ.ck.J~m-prQutL 

.Qf)/,_Mt},.to~o .. Questions of group identity and language attitude, discussion of learning 

methods and ideas for the future form the core of this chapter. 

TEST RESULTS: 

They wrote tests, with proficiency-type questions interspersed amongst attitude-type 

questions. These worksheets were administered by teachers. Unfortunately at D (and 

to a lesser extent at A) the children were not really committed and did not answer all 

the questions. This factor makes generalisations about scores a bit questionable but 

I shall discuss the results, as a foundation for this study. Figures in brackets are 

scores of the African children in each group. At A there are 3 Coloured/Muslim 

children (generally with other languages in their background- Afrikaans, Arabic etc); 

at B (7) and at C (14). 
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TABLE 5 A: 

Schools 

Test description + totals for A 8 c D 
subsections (TEST/50 marks) n=30 n=30 n=30 n=31 

(1) (5) (7) {5) 

vocabulary/idiom (9 marks) 5.1 3.4 2.8 3 
(7) {4.2) (2.8) {?.4) 

visual literacy/general knowledge I 5.5 4.4 3.8 3.7 
simple comprehension (6) (3.8) (3.6) (3.2) 
{8 marks) 

higher order comprehension 4 3.96 3.4 3 
{8 marks) (4) {3.8) (3) (1.4) 

Total {30 marks, includes 5 marks for 18 13 12 11 
longer comprehension questions) (21) {12.8) {11) {7.6) 

Worksheet B {English and Afrikaans 4 2.7 2.17 2.3 
{10 marks) (6) (3) (2.14) (1) 

Worksheet C {African language/comic) 6.8 6.8 7.5 6.3 
{10 marks) (1 0) (5.3) (8) (5.8) 

Total (50) 29 24 21 18 
(37) (19.6) {21) (12.8) 

% 58 48 42 36 
(74) (39.2) (42) {26) 
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ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS: 

The African child at A is the daughter of a Nigerian English academic. She came to 

South Africa at the beginning of the year. Her scores are so high that analysis is not 

very pertinent to this study, except perhaps insofar as they are an example of 

attainable excellence. 

The schools fall into 4 distinct categories, with the African pupils generally scoring 

below class average. As their parents are in similar categories with a full range of 

occupations (from professional to petrol pump attendant) and qualifications (from 1 

primary at D to mostly High otherwise with 6 college educated mothers at C) some 

variations are interesting: 

1. The relatively higher score for vocabulary at B. All these African pupils recorded 

extensive 11Self-help11 dictionary and reading programmes. Also more of them 

had been at a Modei-C primary, with more exposure to an L 1 environment. 

2. D's poor performance on higher order questions. This was extended into the 

section requiring them to fill in answers (5 marks) where they made little effort. 

Poor results could be related to their attitude to completing the worksheets. 

However their essay writing was also very poor in terms of skills, although rich 

and fresh. Scores could link with their poor vocabulary skills: to their exposure 

to English in general. 

3. The effort of the pupil at A on the 11English and Afrikaans~~ section (Appendix 4) 

shows clearly how comprehension depended on simple logic (she only started 

Afrikaans this year). Numbers of D pupils did not try or copied one another's 

work - again a feature of how uncommitted they were. 

The results on this were disappointing to me. I had hoped that the Afrikaans 

pupils would excel but the probing quality of the questions ruled out good 

performances, it seemed, unless they were also good at reasoning/English. 
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4. The generally good performance on inserting words into a comic strip 

(Appendix 5) is heartening. Almost every African child independently mentioned 

enjoying comics so exploitation of this is indicated. 

Significantly the scores (for all) were most even in the 2 sections requiring some visual 

literacy. 

Africans' test scores close to each school's average: Implications? 

Each group of African pupils is scoring close to its own school average, with C 

confirming the impression of homogeneity in the room by scoring a perfect tie. 

However, scores at B and Care very close, although B has a few pupils who have 

been at 11Model cu schools for three years and all at C are straight from either 

Coloured or African schools. 

If one could predict that differing language skills would arise out of attendance at 

different schools then this would be very important. Pupils at E (whose writing was 

fluent and relatively error-free, who scored well in the tests and whose English is 

relatively un-accented) were adamant that their English skills had been enhanced by 

their being in a linguistic minority and HAVING to speak and hear only English. There 

is a clear need for longitudinal studies to look at effects of L 1 schooling for African 

pupils at various types of school. 
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Comparison of Mid-Year Internal marks with Marks Obtained on my tests (August/ 
September): 

TABLE 58 1: 

School A English Afrikaans Aggregate This test 

White {25) 62 55 62 58 

Coloured (3) ·sa 53 53 50 

African (1) 67 22 (new) 47 74 

Overall 62 54 61 58 

TABLE 58 2: 

SchoolS English Afrikaans Aggregate This test 

White (17) 48 49.8 41.8 49 

Coloured (7) 39 (3 Fail) 58 41.6 41 (3 Fail) 

African (4) 38 (1 Fail) 42 32.75 43 (1 Fail) 

Overall 45 50.7 40.45 48 

TABLE 58 3: 

SchooiC English Afrikaans Aggregate This Test 

White (10) 49 46 44.3 45 

Coloured (13) 46 (5 Fail) 50 43.5 41 (5 Fail) 

African (7) 37 (2 Fail) 26 (7 Fail) 39.5 42 (3 Fail) 

Overall 44.9 43 42.8 42 
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Analysis of this Comparison: 

I do not analyse this data in minute detail because of lack of space. Nevertheless the 

comparison introduces several important elements: 

1) Results overall on my test are fairly close to results obtained on the mid-year 

examinations. This (crudely) indicates my test to be fairly reliable. 

2) Results of the African children on my test are better, relative to their mid-year 

results, than results on my tests of the others. As my test contained a high 

Multiple Choice component, careful selection of wording and a clear Visual 

Literacy component perhaps it is these elements which advantage them. 

3) Perhaps, however, the marks differ because the teachers carry an 

(unconscious) prejudice when marking the work of African pupils. They 

themselves comment on their difficulty in this respect. 

4) Marks show clearly why the Coloured children are so happy with their Afrikaans 

classes and why the Africans are not at all happy. 

5) School C has the most consistent averages overall, underlining again the 

homogeneity of that group. 

6) Close analysis of the internal results shows that only at C are overall 

aggregates of the African children higher than their English/Afrikaans results 

would predict. If one assumes they are not working harder than ·their 

counterparts at A and B, then what makes the difference? 

At C the teachers might be described as using a somewhat "restricted code" 

(Bernstein) in routine teaching (based on my classroom observations). Instructions 

were spelt out very meticulously and largely in simple terms. There was little scope 

given for critical analysis. The group at C was homogeneously rather weak 
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academically, which might have affected teaching style. C teachers largely .. presented' 

material to relatively passive children (interactively and verbally). Perhaps the teaching 

style accounts for the difference; perhaps it is the homogeneity of the group. Maybe, 

however, the answer is primarily in the evidence of the C teachers that they generally 

work on providing vocabulary glosses as they teach. 

The academic nature of A clearly handicaps the African child (at this stage), who, 

despite her good English result (67%), only manages an aggregate 20% lower (47%). 

Is the answer in the language of teaching and testing at that school? Will this child 

. eventually advance faster than those exposed to a more limited style at C? 

What accounts for the low average of the African children at B? Since their language 

scores are adequate, are they sharing the problem of the girl at A? 

All this points in the strongest possible terms to the need for further research, to probe 

for answers to these key questions. 
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The specific case at D: 

Test scores of the Africans at D are very poor. On observation I saw only 2 really 

talking in English in class. This link with verbal interaction could be important, 

especially as the tendency at this school appears to be infrequent use of small group 

work. Groups were simply children working in parallel situation, rather than working 

together towards a common goal. Teachers here marshalled rote, collective responses 

rather than answers which required elaborated wording. 

Although I did not award marks to their compositions, as was originally my intention 

(because so many at A and D did not do them), the D syntax was generally cruder 

than elsewhere. Yet there was a sense of a need for English: language is important 

and reading and writing. Without those three stufl you will get no where ... you get 

so imparous if you cant speeak English (child 016)8 

D teachers speak despairingly of changing reading standards : children do very little 

reading, except for 11YOU 11 magazine (short, sensational articles). My parents do not like 

it when I talk English and Afrikaans mixed. They say it is not nice. (A 15) 

Important data about ALL Coloured families is the reported tendency for parents to 

be insisting that children speak English, even though virtually every family has strong 

Afrikaans links. Their background is thus automatically bilingual so even though the 

teaching at D, say, has English as MOl, the general heritage is neither unilingual nor 

particularly enriched either, as the parents themselves are not strongly 11English 11
• 

Parents are shifting away from a perceived 'bilingual taint' rather than through strong 

bilingualism to something. 

7 Children's own language and spelling used throughout 

8 When I quote from a child's essay, I shall use the child's number and the code letter of 
the school 
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PUPILS' VOICE (from Interview, Essays and Worksheets) 

Far from romanticising language the pupils had a very pragmatic approach to it: I care 

about my language in order to matriculate and then get a job (C9) although also some 

sense of the power inherent in it: To have an extra language brings in more 

understanding and also increases the brain. (E51) 

Language and Identity 

What is the new situation doing to those whose language now seems threatened -the 

present linguistic minority groups? The children talk of pride in their MT. They equate 

languag~ and identity: children. must Jearn Xhosa .. Jt is vital that they know who they_ 

are (E51). Also (C3) If they do not know their home language its the same as if they~ 

do not know who they are. A more chilling and sadly realistic note adds: Yes it is. 

important t9 me that my children to speak my language. Because if they don't they .

might get killed one .of these days (C18). 

Is there .subtractive bilingualism or not? 

Child 84 wistfully describes the agonies of trying to suppress one language in favour 

of another. Parental ambition for (subtractive) bilingualism is a common strand, with 

many children describing a programme imposed from earliest childhood and 

consequent gaps in their MT ability. 

I tried so hard to forget Xhosa. My parents wanted me to talk English at 
home but I was so used to talk my home language ... / enjoy speaking 
other kind of slenging words but not everyday because I'll get used in 
that s/egging .... I'm a good speaking my home language but English ... 
but don't like to talk in public or in lot of people. I can talk at home and 
friends ... 

.S.beJs a silent and withdrawn child ats_chool. Her African friends are worried aboutthe . 

. distance she keeps and her difficulties with English. 
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The Xhosa children worry about loss of MT or feel guilty about not speaking English 

if that is what their parents insist on When I get home I speak English mixed with 

Xhosa and I have discovered when I do this my Xhosa gets less vocabulary (E52) is 

echoed by I sometimes use English to mix with Xhosa because I have been in Cape 

Town a very long time and I am forgetting a few very hard Xhosa words (E14). 

Alternatively: With my friend we mix english and slagging Xhosa but Xhosa is what we 

talk to much( 84). 

Loss of own identity? 

A tit-for-tat attitude of a Coloured boy at B (11) perhaps explains his extremely active 

role in the Afrikaans class and gives insight into the psycho-social pressures at work 

for him (and several Coloured children at Modei-C schools) 
~ 

I got a little problem with my nervious english reading. Always in my 
reading a have a bit of a Afrikaans accent and every looks at me thats 
why I get nervous. Afripaans is some thing they cant do write thats were 

,r I can do the same thing with them. I can read well, speak well and write 
well. My friends which comes from the same hometown will understand 
my way of talk ... / like my hometown vocabulary. I like it because it · 
sounds cool or iron in my hometown language. 
~ ' 

His plaintive sense of two languages is echoed by a friend (B 12) 

Because the vocabulary that we use to that of so-called Whites and 
other South Africans has a big difference ... I don't mean to be rasist or 
anything 

indicating a clear linguistic polarity, although a conciliatory attitude. 

These boys (both at B) show the very problems suggested by Taylor et al (Giles, H. 

1977: 1 03) where the anticipated rewards of learning a second language do not 

balance out the perceived costs in terms of Joss of their ethnic or cultural identity. 

Their state of conflict is further recorded under accent and vocabulary later. 
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On the other hand powerful exhilaration and pride are emerging and glowingly 

recorded: My schooling is so fantastic because we always understand each other in 

class .... l.pr.elerftEagli.sl:l-to-iaJpl'..o~~.m't.§fl_~~akiafk.(D_4J_aocL/Je.eLgr.Ba.Lb.e.c_aus.e_SJJm.e_ 

- of fTJY .trier] d. donJJsao.w..tl:te~mJ~fJ.D~of..th.e_wor_d~an_d~tb.e,y_wi/taskwme~tbe_means~ot til§. 
9 words, so Llf!~[.JJ_rouq. 

The positive effects of bilingualism are significantly recorded by 05: 

Sometimes I feel good in speaking english just to speak another 
language make me proud of myself than I can do anything I want to and 
nothing can stop 

The th~_me of pride reverberates through D14's enthusiasm: 

When it comes to speaking english I think I'm real good. English is a 
real cool language when I talk it I feel it because it's tomorrows 
language, its tomorrows jobs its everything to me. /like using big words 
in english I think they make me feel intel/egent, words like 
extraordinary and superstitious. English is the best up with english up. 

l.-- __..-----

Child 83 (Xhosa-speaking) echoes: /love speaking different languages. It makes me 

fill as if I'm clever, intelligent and I feel great. I find this energy delightful and in 

contrast to the more remote sentiments of the English children. The most pressing 

feature to emerge from this study of Black children, in particular the Africans, is their 

rigorous and unfailing determination to drive themselves to mastery of English. In fact 

C18 boasts: I now think in English since I started in Moraseous schools (White, 

Coloured schools). [ Moraseous seems to be Model C, highlighting our absurd 

labelling morass]. 

s All rem2rks quoted frem
1
l«re by Xh@sa-speakin9 children,unless otherwise indicated. 
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Xhosa in the schools: 

Ibe role_and_status~ot Xhosa. are _important if we wish to IJ_olster additive biling.u_a]ism

,and _students' se~-E!_steem . 

.D4-,Jor_example_,_b.o.asts abouLb.eL.teacb.e.rs~e_r_e_stJn_ller_language~ my teachers_ 

do~3 JIJY_[m.ladJ_abo.utJ.aaguag.e_f.error.s.]-ias.te.an.!LtbJ;y_w.an:.tio-'.e_a111JJJy_ languarm . 

..... lrl all schools the Xhosa-speaking children wanted to take their own language as a 

subject and spoke of using it in class to help one another. At B, the Xhosa pupils, who ~ 

worked together using Xhosa throughout the day, felt strengthened by that bond 

saying)t had been very necessary initially to feel the support of others. They wished 

that now they could be put into other groups by the teachers "to improve their 

English11 (an idea not popular with the LV ones) . 
. ./ 

This was NOT the wish of the C children, who were surprised at the suggestion, 

saying they needed one another for linguistic and moral support. Perhaps this is 

because at C they are in a more integrated situation, whereas at B the children feel 

as though they are at a 11White" school, with different pressures. 

0 

-At' B, in particular, with its strong linguistic separation, the others said they felt 

alienated by the closing of the ranks of the Xhosa children. I asked the Xhosa children 

if they felt they might be alienating others and they laughed, saying the rest thought 

it 1!funnyn when they spoke Xhosa. Two Coloured children comment on a commonly 

.... held view: 
' 

You feel very left out if other people is speaking another language. You 
may think that they are talking about you 

(C14) 

~ 
1 Something when my friends talk a nother language they mite talk about 
-. you that why I hate my friends talking other languages 

(814) 
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Jbis .... .sense of alie.oation_was_also_e__xpre.ss_e_c:Lb.y_teacbersJnJbe..icc.ommer:tts-ot:Ltb.e

_sg_eakJng~osa-ia~t-Aeir~-classco_oJJls.,.as~tb.e_y_fe_aced the goteotiaiJ.oDe~:bal abuse~ 
( '-· 

Jr.om-J.p_gr:QJJPS~ (Giles, H. 1977: 330).rLdo_notjhink_the pJJQii~Lw_e.r:e aware of_tb.eir 

~~-r_e.coucse-to_tbejcMI, altb.oJ.Jgb....s_Qr:ne did smiliogJy=adroit to 

~cbattiog_c9tber tbarLWOikiog. 

Xhosa is offered as a subject only at A and to juniors at Band E (compulsory for all 

Standard Sixes at E). 

My language is very fussy .. it also needs plenty of practise in order for 
you to be able to speak it. At school we have Xhosa as an extra subject. 
This really makes me feel good knowing there are plenty of people 
interested in my language. I find there is a great big difference between 
the Xhosa we learn at school and the Xhosa we speak at home with our 
friends. We tend to shorten things and say everything fast. 

(E51). 

This girl makes two important points: 

• She is proud because her language (and hence its speakers) has been 

• 

given status in the schooli 

She actually needs lessons to promote language skills giving her MT a 

vitality (Giles, 1977: 308) to help prevent possible erosion (because of · · · 

inadequate MT skills). 

/ 
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Should the study of XHOSA be made compulsory in schools? 

This question drew a fascinating response. 

"Yes" votes for taking Xhosa as a subject 

A B C (Coloured ave in D African Ave 
brackets) overall 

Iss Iss 140 (21) 178 181 ls2 I 
Coloured Response: 

The resistance of the Coloured pupils at C compared with the liberal sentiments at D 

is extraordinary. Has the more sustained integration at C had a negative racist 

kickback, is one question? An alternative, related, explanation is that their experiences 

at an integrated, as opposed to "Coloured", school has strengthened their own 

communal, ethnic identity to the point where they feel that if a choice exists between 

Afrikaans and Xhosa, then Afrikaans must win. The threat to identity has resulted thus 

in a strengthening of a metaphorical laager. The D children are very keen, in interview, 

on "communication" with the Xhosa people. 

African Response: 

The reason the .. African .. 81% vote is not even higher is that all who voted against 

compulsory learning of an indigenous language also voted against learning Afrikaans 

(ie not responsive to languages in general). 

White Response: 

The White vote at C is also about S5%, as at A and B. A possible explanation for the 

Modei-C vote being lower than at D is the fact that virtually all the Whites· have learnt 

some Xhosa already, at primary school, with varied degrees of retention and with 

plenty of reservations about the difficulty level. 

In conversation, there is a vagueness amongst the Whites about the need to learn 

Xhosa for jobs. Some are convinced but many think it will only be important one day 
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for their children. Some feel learning other languages should follow automatically on 

non-racial schooling 

Well now that I am in a high school with pupils of different races and 
languages, I should be able to start understanding, maybe even learning 
to speak another language 

(C10) 

There are concerns about the demise of Xhosa: 

I believe that Xhosa should be the accepted second language at 
English-speaking schools in the SW Cape .... / would prefer to Jearn 
Xhosa more than Afrikaans because it feels more homely. After all if no 
other place speaks Xhosa and a lot of people in the SW Cape don't, the 
language will slowly fade away 

(A2) 

while E18 blissfully denies her South African position: I think I'm going to take French 

because I don't have much use for Xhosa. 
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AFRIKAANS in the schools: 

Negative feelings about Afrikaans were strongly held, ranging from preffer my children 

no to learn Afrikaanse because our country will become Xhosa-speaking soon so what 

is the point of speaking Afrikaanse (A27, White girl) to I don't want to do Afrikaans but 

I have to do it because the government have decided already. I do it as my second 

language but it is my fourth language ... in the new South Africa afrikaans won't play 

any role (C24, African girl). 

Without exception the Xhosa children revealed a bleak battle with Afrikaans, although 

one or two recognised its importance for jobs. 

"Yes" vote for taking Afrikaans as a compulsory subject: 

A 8 c D Africans Overall Ave 

41 65 73 74 53 62 

The reaction at A is possibly a reaction to the compulsion in the past. The support 

overall is fairly strong, remembering that the Coloured vote at C is 13 to 1 for 

Afrikaans, and that their 73% is diluted by the strong negative vote of the Africans. 

The worksheet exercises invited comment on feelings about Afrikaans with 31% of 

Africans saying I don't like to use Afrikaans vs, for example, only 4% at A. While pupils 

generally were fairly happy to have to answer questions requiring some knowledge 

of Afrikaans, they thought this was a bit unfair (45%} although only 1% were very 

unhappy about this. 
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Teaching methodology is examined probingly. This should be addressed if the 

compulsion to take Afrikaans remains: 

During Xhosa the teacher speaks a little bit of Xhosa and a little bit of 
English and I am comfortable with it. During Afrikaans the teacher 
speaks Afrikaans all the time and half the time I hear her and half the 
time I do not hear her 

(A;14) 

Accommodation: what kind(s) of accommodation, if any, occur? 

I shall not limit this definition conventionally but will include code-switching, accent and 

vocabulary under this heading, as these might be most in flux in the volatile present. 

Code-switching:[cal/ed language mix on the worksheets] 

School A, whose pupils least use it, voted cheerfully with only 7% calling it a bad idea. 

Other schools had a similar rating (with about 26% strongly opposed). The children 

illuminated this, saying: It mess up your language (015); it sounds very rude (010); 

if I had children I would not speak like that in front of them (C22). 813 is very firm: 

This mixing of languages is nonsense I think. A person will understand a language 

better if he doesn't use a other language with it. 

On the other hand there is ebullience and a sense of fun: Mixing language is a good 

thing and its cool. I mix with my Africaans with my friend but not a school (8 14) and 

a White child says: 

I think its great its like a whole new language (B 20) 

Accent: 

The children are sure about the importance of accent as a passport and an indicator 

of origin: 

Its great to have an accent. You dont really have to say where you come 
from 

(C7) 
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I feel accents are quite cool because it shows what nationality you are 
and it makes it a Jot more fun then everybody talking just the same 

(A1); 

Accents in flux: 

Accent was most discussed in essays.· 57.5% say they have never tried to change 

accents. The ratings seem to be in descending order, though, of who might feel 

threatened [A= 85% never; 8 = 67%; C = 52%; D = 26%]. 

I find the instability at D very interesting, as they are largely cut off from MT English 

speakers, upsetting the theory that it is peer pressure from English speakers that 

precipitates the wish to change. 

It is significantly the Black children at all schools who are changing or care about 

changing accents, and in particular the African children. 

811, who was loyal to his hometown speech retains his individuality: 

I think my accent is cool. Why I say this is because when /look at other 
people speaking with a sort of rich, posh well speaking accent. I mean, 
whats the big thrill. I just cant see myself speaking like that. I think my 
or we so-called Coloureds accents are the best. 

His friend, however, sees his accent as a bit of a burden: 

Well my accent is like a gangsters one because of my primary school. 
Lots of people spoke like that. So I picked it up and now I am stuck with 
it. 

(81 0) 

Home and School accents (schizophrenia?): 

Several others reject their accents or describe how they are affected by companions; 

there are SCHOOL and HOME accents: with my friends I usually speak cool and 

funny (014); ever since I attended the Coloureds school my accent changed a little 

(C24); When I am around my friends I change my accent into a 11Cooler• one (A 18); 
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At E I speak like most of the others but when I am at home I speak naturally {E20). 

Effects of the schizophrenic aspects of this would be interesting for further study. 

Judgmental aspects: Whose accent is "In"? 

If you have a accent of someone who lives at Mitchell's Plain then you 
are vefY lower class and if you have a posh accent you are a snob. I 
think I have a normal accent but my aunt tells me I 've acquired a posh 
accent from E. 

{E45, Coloured girl) 

Two children at 8 again mention judgmental aspects. It does seem to be a feature, at 

least in their class. I don't think its ver nice to mock someone about how they speak 

or about their accents. They did not create themselves to speak like that (84) and 

People's accent's should not be jugde .. some peop/'e background isn't good (88). 

Regional (anti-Transvaal) bias shows amongst the White children and an Anglo-bias 

is also strong: My accent is quiet English or as some say 'snobby, or 'pommy'. But 

I hate the Afrikaaner accent (E24) and The accents of some people are quite painful 

and their language could just barely even be considered English (E47). 

Generally the children say theirs are ordinary South African accents, plain and simple, 

and one at least is very proud of her efforts: I feel great of my accent because the no 

school fro pronousation {04). 

A teacher at C had noted clear accommodation, where members of sports teams, 

visiting other schools, ALL shifted to a common mode of speech, presenting a united 

front to others. 
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Vocabulary- what to do with it when you have it: [Hanging on to group identity] 

Discussion about vocabulary and correctness reveals an uneasiness about "posh" talk: 

some people at my school speak lanny, like uses the write words all the 
time ... theres a another thing I just though of. You should all speak 
english propably. 

(C19). 

821 has some fears: 

My speach is all right but I don't have the currage to speak up in public 
or with people ... on the odd occasion I do use an posh word here and 
there. I no quite a lot of posh words but don't no what they mean 

and 811 (the "loyal"one) is embarrassed by his own potential: 

When I used a dictionary and found a new word, I don't usually use it. 
I'll feel funny, embarresed. 

Most L2 children ascribe great vocabulary enhancement to moving to Modei-C 

schools: My vocabulary has improved a lot since I came to B. I have been hearing all 

this big words and have been looking it up in the dictionary.(813) 

Colloquialisms and using one another's slang: 

At D there is no such language sharing, although one little boy (the one who says Up 

with English, up) teaches his Coloured friends some Xhosa words. I heard a White girl 

(at C) ask the meaning of ewe (yes), surely a really basic word to borrow. The 

children at A, 8 and E use common (White majority) colloquialisms extensively but only 

one exclamation saluut, otherwise only current at Coloured schools, had moved in to 

(dominate) C. The Xhosa children at C use NO general White colloquialisms. 

Language learning/acquisition: the Process: 

The pupils reveal a disturbing insecurity: 

sometimes I hesitate to say words that I am not sur of because I feel 
like other peopls are going to laugh at me when I am making a mistake 
or when I am pronouncing the word wrongly. Even if I do that 
sometimes I know that some people will correct me. Even, if people 
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always laugh at me I know that we all learn from mistakes and that no 
one always does things correct at the beggining or from the start 

(C3}. 

For me some words in English are very difficult for me to understand. 
If a person who starts calling you stupid, because you don't know his 
language very well, you a/so have a right to call him stupid, because he 
a/so does not know your language... Sometimes you feel really bad 
when someone says that you are stupid, because you said something 
wrong. Well, he can't expect you to be correct because its not your 
home language. 

(C5} 

I am very care about /anguages ... you must be very careful when you 
don't understand languages because some people can laugh at you so 
that's why you have to learn to talk languages. 

(C4} 

I quote these at length because they get to the root of the matter. If language learning 

and talking the language are intertwined, then confidence must be nurtured and 

unthreatening opportunities for verbal communication must be provided. If children are 

worried about others' scoffing attitude, then they are not going to talk in public. They 

lose, then, on aspects bound up in communicative competence and all the ingredients 

of natural acquisition of language. 

They may be developing only such linguistic proficiency as can be tested and 

measured on paper, but be deficient on interpersonal English communication skills. 

Study of the structure of the extracts just quoted reveals such a plethora of .,errors., 

that purists might feel that even written proficiency is still only a distant dream: 
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Language Learning; Why and How are they doing it? 

Motivation: 

There is mixture of integrative . and instrumental motivation. For most the motive isl , · 
primarily instrumental. English is the passport to jobs and to overseas. Nowhere are 

pupils really shifting social orientation except where there are very few of their race 

group on the campus. 

Methodology: 

They are a fount of useful tips: their dedication to committed learning is quite 

astonishing. The African children all speak about borrowing books from travelling 

libraries with teenager fiction most popular. There is fair support for reading 

indigenous books to learn more about one another but the Black children in general 

fantasize extensively about overseas. The attitude is beautifully summed up by 014: 
---, 

I always try to speak perfect and to do this I must read and read and 
read .... / see that English is one heck of a language. It has rules, rules 
that I have never seen before ... / like stories about teenagers like 
me ... know what people like me in the outer world think or have in 
common in their heads 

Dictionary use is essential, with pupils either seeking out interesting words as an 

exercise or reading with a dictionary on hand: 

When I find new words I use them when I speak to someone. But I first 
find the word in the dictionary. Then I use the word when I'm in 
conversation. I like reading books everyday to improve my English. 
Without books reading say now I'm not perfect in my English. But I don't 
mean perfect 100%. But to know what you are reading and understand. 
Then rather starring at the picture don't know what's going on. I read 
everyday 30 minutes. Then I make a list of words that I don't 
understand. Then I look for the word's meaning then I write it next to 
it .... lf I don't do hunting meanings of words I wouldn't know what's 
going on in books. And I like writing to practice English. Like I always 
write to my friends and cousins. 

(83) 

' 
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Thus various language learning techniques (practice - oral and written; consolidation; 

generating a variety of stimuli) already form part of this girl's armoury. 

The children read magazines and comics (very popular),listen to music tapes and 

several like to read aloud. /Jove reading aloud because my previous English teacher 

claimed I was vety good in reading (E51) shows the teacher's important role in 

building self-esteem. People think I'm INSANE (to read and write so much). They 

wonder why I go through so much trouble to be a nerd. Why they think of it this way 

I do not know (A4).[Note use of 11nerd 11-common colloquialism] 

They like to watch television (several spoke of Tele-school and Kiddio, a programme 

for much younger children) and to listen to English radio, also singing along with the 

tunes. All these are co-ordinated activities, undertaken very consciously. They mention 

all the levels at which to operate: I ttyed to learn .. by reading, listening to music, 

watching english programmes and speaking english. The thing that I do when I find 

a new word I look it up the dictional}' and tty to use it (03) 

Language shifts in the home: 

Their reports of linguistic interactions at home are interesting, especially the efforts of 

the parents to move to a 'better' English for their children. 

The children are assuming teaching roles: 

My brother and I sometimes rectify our parents to speak proper English 
because slang was part of their young days and is not good. 

(07) 

When /learn new words /like to experiment with them on my parents or 
friends by using the word in a sentance especially when they don't 
understand what the word mean then I feel proud that I knew what the 
word meant and my parents and friends did not. 

(E20) 
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The last word here has to come from 822 in his tortured hypercorrection, a feature of 

his English/Afrikaans background and his desire to please: 

I got to be very convoluted with these two languages, by mechanism of 
my parents ... I speak both languages, principally English and Afrikaans 
on a eccentric circumstance ... My family can all apprehend each other 
... we communicate decisive as we can all speak the equivalent 
languages. 

Intergroup Attitudes: Shifts because of racial mixing? 

I included an exercise on intergroup attitude in Worksheet B (using Afrikaans) to see 

whether non-racial schooling had any impact on attitudes to other racial groups. 

Amongst questions on the characters in the play was one about whether or not 

Boesman and Lena (2 Coloureds) are poorly educated. This is not strictly about race, 

but the clues to an answer would be provided by language, so an answer would be 

revealing. 

Answering yes about Boesman were: A = 65%; B = 55%; C = 47% and D= 69%.1 

suspect that the children at D were indicating their rejection of the language mixing in 

the script or holding perhaps an ego-defensive attitude (Bouchard-Ryan and Giles. 

1982: 189), but otherwise the gradation in scores is interesting. 

[In assessing this I must also indicate that about 1 0 pupils at D answered none of the 

comprehension questions, but were quite happy to give opinions about characters. 

Several had also copied one another's answers. I must thus regard their opinions of 

characters as suspect]. 

Even more interesting is the decision on Lena A = 73% yes,poorly educated; B = 

19%; C = 43% and D = 52%. Again A and D are closest but the gap at A is immense. 

It is echoed by the score of E in the pilot study and must show occupation of a kind 

of high moral ground. Band C have about 30% saying can't tell, to A's 8% but even 

that is interesting as A's pupils are quite happy to vote can't tell elsewhere, yet have 

chased to commit themselves here. 
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This vote suggests that the mixing in classrooms might be affecting attitudes towards 

other groups, in fairly subtle ways, causing B and C to diverge from A and E. 

The future of English in South Africa: 

The Coloured children (about 50%) at all schools feel most strongly that South African 

English should diverge from Standard English, with only about 15% saying we should 

remain close to SE. Overall (all schools and race groups) 38% are happy to carve out 

a new language but 62% feel we should remain close (23%) or fairly close (39%) to 

SE. The Coloured reaction probably supports their already relatively freer English 

forms. 

CONCLUSION: 

The children speak infinitely more eloquently than any academic can. 

The White pupils are encased in a peaceful neutrality, while predicting changed 

circumstances for their children. 

Many Black pupils have simply been set adrift and find the expert navigators, the 

teachers, strangely silent on ways of coping. Teachers, who are accustomed to being 

experienced mentors in a familiar, comfortable system, are similarly adrift, many of 

them, and grateful when the Black children set up coping mechanisms on their own. 

Recent retrenchments have left the Modei-C schools under-staffed (see Chapters 1 

and 4}, so teachers are more burdened than before. They react by withdrawing and 

by being unnaturally courteous to their Black pupils, who feel the White teachers are 

far too polite. They wish they could be treated more normally. 

This is the paradox: where teachers should intervene, they do not and where the 

pupils want to be seen as 11the same11
, the teachers emphasize differences. In the next 

chapter I work on some recommendations to clarify and regularise interactions and 

to help with language learning. 
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CHAPTER 6: Drawing Everything Together. 

INTRODUCTION: 

This broad-based survey aimed at identifying: 

• Trends arising out of differing language mixes in schools. 

• Areas of flux (eg MT use, accents, socialisation and attitudes to 

language use) 

• Areas where intervention is appropriate ( eg effective language learning 

methods) 

• Areas for further research 

Throughout, the question has been whether or not schools with differing racial mix 

have different patterns emerging and whether others could benefit from these 

experiences. The intention was never to reify race but history in South Africa presently 

dictates a racial element to the discussion. 

After a general comparison of the 5 schools, I refer to some major trends under their 

own headings. 

"WHO AM /?": THE QUEST OF THE CHILDREN 

"Language and Identity" has emerged for me as the most important issue. The 

question who am I paradoxically both overrides and is overwhelmed by matters like 

performance and marks. It seems to me that, despite the importance of marks in 

moulding self-image, the matter of selfhood - dignity and an inner integratedness - is 

more important than an ill-timed/paced assault on a discrete skills-package, the 
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contents of which are determined by teachers who have made assumptions about 

standardised needs. 

TEACHER-EDUCATION: THE MAIN THRUST 

The answer to those teachers (Chapter 1) who felt there must be some experts out 

there is that, after all, they are the experts. The simple truth is that their pupils are their 

partners and expert resource. Mutual understanding (for teachers, L2 and L 1 pupils) 

of the complexities and sensitivities involved is needed. Negotiated provision of a 

variety of language-learning opportunities is called for. 

NEEDED: WHOLE - SCHOOL LANGUAGE POLICIES: 

Need for a school-wide language policy, with every teacher and child sure of his/her 

role, is the logical outcome of my studies. Creative responses to the so-called 

language dilemma are very simple, provided one can break away from the panic

stricken notion that these C'disadvantaged11
) children are empty moulds to be filled 

indiscriminately with resin, without checking who they are, what they have and what 

they are capable of mastering within what time-frame (presumably differing from child 

to child). 
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MAJOR DISTINCTIONS EMERGING FROM THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 
SCHOOLS: 

Lessons for each other: What the different schools represent: 

Based on both teacher and pupil response, it seems B is most in flux. B could hold 

lessons about the future for schools with similar enrolment profiles to A and E; similarly 

the more settled conditions at C could indicate a promise for the B-type schools. The 

Coloured pupils at D act as a control group for those Coloured children who have 

changed schools. 

As the general conditions at the schools are similar, with concerned and self-critical 

teachers at each institution, it is tempting to say that the often sharply differing 

attitudes recorded at schools are a factor of the numbers of Black pupils enroled. To 

be convinced of the generalisability of the findings one would need to repeat the 

research elsewhere. 

Acculturation: 

Schumann (Beardsmore, H. 1982: 161) has identified variables which affect language 

learning and acculturation in an alien environment (see Chapter 2). I discuss the 

schools in the light of his theories. 

The Language Learner vs The Whole Child 

In tension is the distinction between what is best for the mechanical learning of English 

as such, presumably the discrete objective of many language teachers (certainly 

evidenced in many responses) and what is best for the overall development of the 

.. whole .. child. In pure English language learning terms Schumann's theories clearly 

apply. The groups ARE isolating themselves linguistically (enclosure) and perhaps 

thereby limiting actual verbal practice of language skills and maybe hence retarding 

overall language development. I think this must be seen as natural control of pacing 

rather than the erection of barriers to language acquisition in the long term. 
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No teacher intervention can artificially impose changed life-views or intrinsic motivation 

of the pupils and clearly current natural practice at schools involves the linguistic 

support (interim, at least) of other MT speakers. My creative response must be to find 

constructive ways of using MT for language acquisition and for whole child 

development. 

Culture Shock: 

I think that African children at all these schools are experiencing some degree of 

culture shock with some disorientation caused by the new environment and, at least 

initially, rejection of the new community. I do NOT think though that this prompts them 

to minimize efforts to learn the language, on the whole. The period of disorientation 

lasts for a few months but is characterised by very hard (desperate?) efforts of the 

child to learn (as opposed to 11acquire11
) English. 

The Blacks at A and E maintain an initial aloofness, in an isolation characterised by 

incomprehension of the motivations and social norms of the White pupil body. X 
Elsewhere, where there are more Black pupils, they form 11COunter11 support groups. 

The term 11Counter-group11 is particularly true for B. At C the groups do form on 

linguistic or cultural basis but they see their groups as co-groups rather than as out

groups as at B. 

.. 
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Linguistic groupings and Learning: Establishing a Context: 

It seems at all schools that language groups do dictate their own language 

experiences. Once the group has sufficient members (can be as few as 3) to form a 

cohesive identity, cross-lingual contact is framed on its terms (consider links with 

.. critical mass .. theory - Christie, P. 1990 - where marked shifts in attitude occurred 

when numbers in racial groups passed a certain point). 

I shall examine the paradox: Should MT users be separated and English use 

imposed? Or is language learning enhanced through MT use ? 

The situation at 8: 

The African group at B offers members security and rich learning assistance but is 

suffering a current (after about 8 months together) yearning by the MV children, who 

all use White colloquialisms freely, to cross the (perceived) gap to link with the Whites, 

''to improve our English ... They would continue to need intermittent translation but want 

change for group activities. It is hard structurally/socially for them to insert themselves 

into other groups, so they feel teacher intervention would help inject a new dimension 
-, 

into their language learning as, paradoxically, the very aspect )Nhich is helping 

(translation), and which is such a resource, is hindering. The need to use spoken 

English is reduced and the dependent role of the LV children continues.lt is only the 

MV children who want to shift, the LV ones are quite uninterested. 

They feel they are running parallel to the linguistic and social mainstream and do not 

realise that the White pupils feel excluded by their use of MT. The linguistic bunching 

alienates the English-speakers, perpetuating mutual social isolation and feelings of 

being on the fringe. 

The B Coloured pupils are experiencing the sharpest anomie (Beardsmore, H. 1986: 

156) of all, with a clear disorientation and defensiveness about the desirability of their 

.. hometown .. language. 

l 
' I '\. .. 
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Depending on the compatibility of the two cultures [the bilingual} may 
experience feelings of chagrin or regret as he loses ties in one group, 
mixed with the fearful anticipation of mixing with a relatively new group. 

(Lambert, 1972, in Beardsmore, H. 1986: 156) 

While they are not classic examples of 11bilinguals11 the accommodations they are 

needing to make amount to abandoning their 11Mr' and they are not ready for this. 

Some of these tensions are also expressed by the Coloured group at C and by a few 

at A and E. They are tempted to accentuate their linguistic differences as a symbolic 

tactic for maintaining their identity and cultural distinctiveness (Giles, H. 1977: 323) 

and to 11diverge11 from the norm rather than to accommodate, but teacher imposition 

of 11Standards11 and predominance of White norms is forcing shifts to a higher prestige 

variety. 

The situation at C (The way ahead?) 

At C differing linguistic groups are also running in parallel. However, the African 

children at C, who were also linguistically isolated saw no need whatsoever to change 

this - probably because they do not see themselves as appendages to a White system 

but as part of an integrated classroom with no particular 11 ln-group11 (Mercer,N. 1981: 

330) to aspire to. Their ready appreciation of a mutually supportive group perhaps 

indicates the future for classrooms with comprehensive racial mix, when the stress for 

linguistic minorities in the · interim configurations is past. Here there is evidence of 

mutual accommodation by language groups with no dominant prestige variety. 

Tranquillity at D: 

Here the areas of flux are restricted to accent. I suspect the pupils at D are peaceful 

about language forms because their peers and teachers are also using them. Although 

their families are also pushing (as are all Coloured families) for English, they are at 

ease about their vocabularies. 

The situation at E: The paradox again 

The African children, paradoxically, specifically commented on the fact that now that 

they HAD to use English their English had improved greatly. 
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How can all these pieces of the puzzle fit together? 

Clearly a duality exists and the most creative response must be for the teacher to 

stage all types of interaction, consciously allowing for a range of interactive 

possibilities. Teachers must develop sensitive antennae about re-modelling groupings 

to suit the need of the day and the desires of the child. 

I say desires rather than needs (remember that it is the ineffective educator who 

assumes I KNOW what s/he needs) because these are bound up together in attitude 

and return discussion to the definition in Chapter 1 where I said of attitudes they are 

complex, consistent and deeply felt, but not immutable (from Young, D et al.1991: 5) 

and that they can predispose or influence a person to act in certain ways. 

If the child is not predisposed to learning through verbal interaction, then mere 

imposition of a change of medium will not transform the process. This process is 
t 

exactly that- an evolving, shifting, not immutable, process, and not an event which can 

be dictated from above. 

SUMMARY: THE QUESTION/CHALLENGE POSED BY B: 

Does every school which increases numbers of Black pupils have to enter this 

questing and unstable phase as part of the natural process? I think pupil numbers do 

play a vital part (See above for my reservations). The children at A and E are largely 

assimilated (not without pain) into the community and the weight of numbers at C 

seems to dignify groups but the groups (one of Coloured children and one of African) 

at B, despite telling me they are 11happy 11
, are under stress. 

Although it may be that all schools have to move in a measured way through a 
11process11 of adaptation, I think that teacher education could to lead to heightened 

awareness and maybe circumvent some of these tensions. 
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For example, if teachers and pupils are going to feel like outsiders because of 

extended MT use, then open discussion about tlhe isolating effects and the possible 

sensation of being victims of verbal abuse (Giles, H. 1977: 330) could let people air 

their worries and be enlightened about the support (psycho-social and linguistic) 

offered by MT use. 

Teachers must ascertain sensitively for themselves from their pupils what their 

backgrounds, needs, aspirations and optimum learning methods are. The polite 

glossing over of differing background elements, however kind in intent, erodes 

individualism and isolates children onto a self-lhelp campaign for which most are 

poorly-equipped. 

I stress thus that B is in a transitional category before commencing discussion of 

general trends. 
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AREAS OF FLUX (FOR CHILDREN) IN SCHOOLS : 

A note on ETHNICilY: dormant or awakening? 

Group ethnic identity is generally strongly maintained apparently because of 

spontaneous employment ot a linguistic resource or because of community links (the 

Coloured children). No overt racism is significant, apart from some examples of 

determination not to learn the language of others. What is clear is that the Black 

children want to be called Black and resent coy euphemisms. 

It is worth noting the possible emergence of an ethnic polarisation at C, the school 

where the group is most significantly mixed. The Coloured rejection there of the notion 

that everyone should learn an African language (only 21% 11fOr11
) contrasts sharply with 

the vote at D, a mostly Coloured school, (78% 11for11
). Although the overall picture at C, 

in terms of apparent adaptation to the new situation, seems superior to that at the 

other modei-C schools, what can this dissimilarity to their D peers suggest other than 

some influence of the racial mix or the ethos at C? 

If the comprehensive integration at C has served to heighten an ethnic awareness, 

either by causing the Coloured children to think they must learn Afrikaans at the 

expense of Xhosa (because they fear their language is threatened} or to feel that they, 

having been exposed to numbers of Xhosa people do not WANT to learn that 

language, then planners must work warily with ethnic mix in the future. Mere 

combining of racial 11ingredients 11 as it were, is a complex issue. Fishman's notion of 

dormant ethnicity (Giles, H. 1977: 16) is important here. As racial mixing is inevitable 

in a new dispensation, ongoing research in this sphere is essential. 
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LANGUAGE AND IDENTITY: 

It is only the Black children who talk about language and self being utterly bound up 

in one another; only they talk about threats to identity and say if you don't know your 

language, you don't know yourself. The Whites are more removed and talk about 

accent and foreign travel, t:1eir reading habits and why their children might need 

Xhosa to get jobs. The raw notes and the genuine introspection are all introduced by 

Blacks: they are the ones who see their languages under siege and the pain of giving 

all to learning English. 

Subtractive Bilingualism 

Children report a present situation of subtractive bilingualism. The schools, parents 

and children themselves are pushing for enhancement of English skills at the expense 

of MT. The motivation is instrumental (English implies education, implies jobs, implies 

status and a future). 

Superficially most children are happy, seeing the immersion in English (eg I must talk 

English with my parents) as language learning but probes reveal their restlessness 

about loss of MT skills, their rejection by members of the extended family because 

they cannot talk their own language well enough (Africans) and an almost militant 

concern that their children at any rate should definitely have better MT skills than they 

have. 
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Influence of the Community - Language and Modei-C schools: 

Gardner (1982: 143) discusses the influence of the community on language learning. 

In tension in the Black children is the distinction in reactions to changes in them 

(vocabulary and accent) by their parents on the one hand and by extended family and 

peers on the other. The children are sure about parental motivation (positive and 

ambitious and evidenced in their financial commitment), concerned about reactions 

in the broader family (ambivalent and often negative) and confused about their 

rejection by the children who have not changed education systems. 

The African community seems supportive of the development of English vocabulary 

and even of standard accent patterns, although the children report some objections 

to their changed 11White 11 accents by their families. The children are proud of their 

achievements, not because of any implied merging with the White community (ie no 
11integrativeu motivation), but because of enhanced prospects. They are conscious of 

familial pride: the children have something to prove. 

The Coloured children though are troubled about accent and vocabulary in their home 

situation and employ home and school versions (sometimes having 3 or even 4 

registers to accommodate home and school friends too). Possibly as the Coloured 

people have always spoken some English at home the .. new .. version introduces social 

discomfort and alienation. The children comment on how their parents are insisting on 

English being spoken, although the family is bathed otherwise in Afrikaans. This is 

imposing a separateness on the children and a resistance to (perceived) loss of 

identity - bound up in restraints on playful or colourful use of language. 

Figures show a community in flux with the children ambitious to push beyond the 

present family limits. This ambition is influenced by increased expectations, country

wide, of previously oppressed groups. When asked what they wanted to do on leaving 

school the Coloured children were most unsure. Both their uncertainty and their 

upwardly mobile inclinations (school C and D largely) are revealed in this chart. 
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TABLE: SA 

Plans on leaving A B c D 

Not sure 14 7 27 50 

Work 7 

Technical College 7 33 23 12 

University 79 48 40 38 

Other 12 3 

Disjunction between parental and child ambition - Interference with Language Learning: 

Where parent and child motivation differ, a variety of effects is observed, primarily poor 

language learning and restlessness in class because of poor social adaptation and 

weak extrinsic motivation (/ must please my parents). Where pupils' personal 

motivation is high, internal harmony is obvious and generally language learning is 

good and social needs well met. Clearly the flux is so new in nature that diachrony is 

not yet confirmed by the power establishment (St Clair, R. 1982: 166) and the children 

feel unstable in the community at large. This impacts on their self-concept and on 

language (and hence other) learning, particularly as they are the first generation to 

experience this process and parents would find it hard to advise them. 
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MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Let the children talk to you: 

Significant positive attitude changes in the classroom resulted from discussions I had 

with African children (at E) in my May study. Some teachers were alerted to how the 

pupils felt they needed to be brought into the class discussion, how they needed 

acknowledgement and were battling with establishing their identities in a White 

environment. Teachers report marked changes in the attitude, performance and 

general mien of the pupils, after these discussions with me. In other words, the simple 

conjunction of awareness of sensitive matters on the parts of both children and 

teachers brought about significantly more comfort, exchange and social and linguistic 

vitality in this school. 

The children are powerfully transparent and insightful about their situations, if 

approached sympathetically. They need the involvement of interested and sensitive 

others. 

Recognise the power of MT at school: 

Although it is difficult to encourage reinforcement of MT skills at home, steps taken at 

school can confirm MT status. Tension felt by teachers about MT use in the classroom 

(especially at C) must be removed. Pupils report pride in being asked to translate in 

class, enjoy the singing of ~heir songs, respond powerfully to the use of Xhosa words 

and talk of their dependence on one another linguistically. I split discussion into 

various elements. 
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Introduction of Xhosa as a subject: 

Impact on linguistic vitality and the future of the language: 

Following Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (Giles, H (ed). 1977: 308), who talk about factors 

influencing vitality of ethnolinguistic groups in the area where a language is used, I feel 

that this theory affects the role of Xhosa at schools too. If the status, demography 

(numbers of speakers) and institutional support for Xhosa are not in place, then the 

language and its users will falter in the schools and hence maybe in the broader 

community. The importance of role-models in the school must not be underestimated. 

This could be a powerful factor at C, where the Xhosa group is well represented in 

leadership positions. I definitely urge introduction of Xhosa to consolidate its status. 

Further, Xhosa pupils themselves all comment on their need for enhanced MT skills: 

they speak shamefacedly about the fact that they speak 11Siang 11 or 11
IOW

11 Xhosa, have 

limited vocabularies or cannot read much. They are adamant that they could never do 

academic subjects through the medium of Xhosa .. They also worry about their 

imperfect linguistic legacy for their children. 

Learning Xhosa and earning high marks improves the aggregate and enhances self

concept. The children have a RIGHT to study their own mother tongue. 

Status for Language implies status for its MT speakers: 

African pupils welcome the status afforded them through their effectiveness in the 

Xhosa classroom and are proud that others care sufficiently about them to want to 

learn their language. They describe problems with learning Afrikaans because Xhosa 

is not, in turn, compulsory. General goodwill, with 63% overall supporting compulsory 

study of Xhosa (twinned by the support for Afrikaans) sets the scene for change and 

improved communications. Even if the Whites do not develop adequate African 

language skills, the attempt to learn is an affirmation of goodwill, inspiring reciprocity. 

The comment by Mercer and Mabin (1981 : 86} that children are more likely to reject 

school if their MT is treated as educationally worthless should be heeded. The glee 

( 

\ 
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of the Coloured children at B who could demonstrate their prowess in the Afrikaans 

room must not be forgotten and lessons from this about the possible effects of 

removing Afrikaans study cannot be overlooked. The impact on the Africans of simple 

use of Xhosa was marked, as was the effect on their participation when Xhosa and 

Afrikaans translations were paralleled. Any situation which allowed the Africans to 

parade their MT knowledge was eagerly welcomed, even when they were called on 

to translate Zulu words. 

Freeing children to use MT informally: 

The emphasis is on •'freeing11 here. I saw clearly that significant translating was taking 

place in undertones and I observed children who were otherwise silently invisible to 

the teacher, LV children, whispering ideas in Xhosa to the MV ones, who would then 

present them to the class in English. While the argument that these LV children must 

mobilise their own spoken English is important, their intellectual grappling indicates the 

children are at least understanding the work and wishing to engage. This listening 

phase of natural language acquisition must be acknowledged. 

Generally they said they were mentally translating before speaking, except those with 

very poorly established MT skills. Mercer and Mabin (ibid, 87) say Probably the richest 

resource teachers have at their disposal - and it is often an under-exploited one - is 

the children's own language and their knowledge about how it works. The children 

are spontaneously using their MT. Teachers must accordingly relax and recognise that 

active involvement is ego-enhancing and productive, even if English participation is 

initially only limited. 
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Specific Language learning measures: 

Most impressive is the positive attitude of the L2 pupils, except for those where 

parents are more ambitious than their children (discussed earlier). The children are 

adopting numerous ploys anyway and now teachers need to incorporate them into 

their training of the child. Ironically, this very teacher involvement could cause rejection 

of the techniques, as a pronounced factor to emerge is that of the child's pride, so a 

key is sensitivity. 

BRIDGING PROGRAMMES OR NOT? 

This pride dominates the pupils' attitude to special "help" from the school. They feel 

the Whites also have problems so why should we be singled out? Those who have 

had extra classes complain bitterly about the stigmatisation yet those who have not 

had any think it might be a good idea (if they had enough time). Only at A, 8 and E 

do they think they need extra English as such. African pupils at C only talk about extra 

Afrikaans and Maths: they are just children who need help. The 8 L2 children feel 

most urgently in need of English help, in keeping with their more precarious social and 

linguistic position. Direct, personal teacher assistance as part of the normal daily 

routine is what they really want- tailored and integrated aid. 

.. 
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TEACHER EDUCATION: 

More useful than Bridging Programmes, then, is TEACHER EDUCATION. I think that 

general education ABOUT language learning will help remove barriers. 

The need to provide classroom space and sound: 

The concerns expressed by L2 pupils (especially at B) about being laughed at when 

they talk, must be addressed. 

I think ALL the theory about natural acquisition of language, the need for conversation, 

interchange, initiating of conversation (discussed in Chapter 2) is important. At the 

moment the MV children are progressing rapidly on a curve far more exponential than 

that of their LV friends (although these. LV children feel they are also progressing 

comparatively well). 

It seems clear that verbal confidence begets more verbal interaction and progressively 

more skill at sentence formulation. Small group work was the only time when the L2 

children all spoke, so using this approach is imperative. 

What resources are helpful?: 

To build on the pride and hard work of the children the school needs to provide: 

verbal opportunities 

vocabulary gloss (all are very busy with dictionary work) 

a system of noting idioms and vocabulary (a personal dictionary) 

books (about teenagers, local and foreign) 

magazines and comics (well-supported by L2 readers) 

drama and music (powerfully supported) 

I 
v 
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Teacher Talk 

While the "teacher talk" I heard had strong pupil-centred glossing, there is scope for 

more. The pupils speak of vast gaps in general background, perceiving the gaps to 

be in knowledge packages - a topic is introduced and they know nothing about the 

context but, because their peers do, they are ashamed to mention it, as then everyone 

"looks" at them. I think lessons need to be very carefully framed. The value of asking 

open-ended questions or those that require elaborated response must also be stressed. 

Teacher talk and the language of testing is a vital area for the school language policy 

to address. 

Language and testing: 

I think concerns about evaluation must be aired and the question addressed. 

Euphemistic worries about "standards" was a theme for the early days of de

segregation and the comfortable, distracting, we are all colour-blind here does not 

mean that evaluation is not a problem - remembering that from 50% (C) to 77% (E) 

teachers are battling to mark objectively, and that 84% would like official guidelines on 

the matter. The pupils feel that teachers are unaware of their language difficulties and 

that they could be more tolerant. 
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OTHER IMPORTANT ISSUES: 

Relative Proficiency Levels: 

I have not analysed in minute detail the scores on the proficiency tests. If they had all 

completed the tests equally responsibly, then I could have attached more weight to 

the results. I glossed over the possible direct differential effect of one type of schooling 

as opposed to another. The interesting results obtained suggest this would be an 

important direction for further study. 

Language skill training: 

I have not dwelt on specifics of discrete skill training. Many children are well-drilled on 

theoretical points. They lack vocabulary and higher order verbalising or 

comprehension skills/ practice. Text books will obviously have to address the situation 

imaginatively. Other development should be sufficiently assisted by the various 

methods I have outlined elsewhere (verbal participation, teacher talk, working through 

and not against the MT etc) 

The future of Language(s) in South Africa: 

Pupil views about the future of languages and the opinions of the Whites have been 

addressed fairly sketchily. Interesting are the nebulous feelings of general goodwill and 

a strong South Africanness (the Coloured group in particular) but the general sense 

that the future is fairly distant and belongs largely to someone else. Pupil attitude will 

be a dominant factor in effective implementation of possible new official language 

policies. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY: 

Longitudinal Studies: 

Further, longitudinal, studies are clearly indicated. 

This research surveyed primarily standard six children. Others who have been at High 

school for up to 4 years now, since the opening of schools, would have rich insights. 

A separate study should look at the question of whether the pupils are going to adapt 

anyway through time - is language learning/acquisition simply a factor of time? Do 

inter-group tensions evaporate anyway once numbers of different groups shift or does 

mixing predicate some contraction into a linguistic laager? 

Other studies, once it is not just the relatively monied classes changing schools, are 

also indicated. 

Differing motivation to learn, if children and parents are ambivalent about what they 

are undertaking, could affect language learning significantly. 

Other studies must introduce other comparisons: 

[These may fall away as a result of new policies in 1994] 

More Coloured and African schools could be incorporated in such studies, so the 

pupils' behaviour established through convention could be contrasted with their 

behaviour in altered circumstances. 

Further comparisons of teaching styles could deepen understanding of the effects on 

the child of changing systems (eg the distinctions between rote learning and critical 

study; between transmission teaching and group work). 
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The same schools could be studied longitudinally: 

In my opinion this would be the most valuable subject for further work. 

If certain recommendations were implemented (eg the teaching of Xhosa, more 

attention to the use of MT, changed classroom procedures, Language across the 

curriculum) then would attitudes and learning be affected? What role does language 

play in this? 

The schools studied fall usefully into categories and yet have significant overlap of 

central features. That they have already hosted this foundation study means that some 

turf is marked out. That each school somehow stands as a symbol for others means 

that positive outcomes of this work could be transmitted to others. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS: 

As co-ordinators of learning in schools, teachers must respond firmly to the 

complexities of the new situation. A mere web of goodwill is inadequate. While critical 

mass or the simple passage of time may be conduits of learning beyond the control 

of the teacher, teachers need to enjoy and release the wide potential for mutual 

enrichment and edification presented by new classroom configurations. They must 

develop sensitivity and sensibly recognise that they must say goodbye to the past. 

The scope of this research was always going to be very broad. Awareness of the 

breadth of the field I was tackling did not prepare me, though, for its depth. This study 

has changed me. My awareness of the feelings of and driving forces in others, the 

sense of the inter-relationship between language and me-ness, the feeling of the 

urgent pulse of Africa all envelop me. The children's innocent yet profound words and 

analysis, their projections about language, their urges for mastery of life and its 

promises through language, their passions about language and their children give this 

study a truly terrible relevance. 

Space constraints have obliged me to omit much. I must convey convincingly the inter

relationship between language, self-concept, attitude, language learning and personal 

development. Ostrich-like devotion to entrenched, status quo systems and behaviours 

will continue to confuse, limit and damage children. That attitudes ARE NOT immutable 

represents the saving grace here. 
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Questionnaire about Attitudes to Lanquage 

This survey is to help with Research only. 
You remain completely anonymous. 
Some Definitions to help: 
Nedlu• of Instruction (HOI) means the language through which all 
your subjects are taught 
Hother tongue means your home language ( the one you learnt as 
a you.ng child and ~now best) 

w~a~ about your ~anguages? 

1. Home Language: 
1.1. Name the lanquaae(s) in which you are fairly fluent 
(underline the one in .:;nich you 'are most flue.-.t) 

. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . .. ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
1.3. Name any other languages, which you understand a little but 

do not really speak .....................................•..• 

2. Naree any. ether languages you know .•...... · .....•............ 
How well do you know them? Circle the best answer. eg read but 
not speak ; speak but not read ; read 1 speak a little or fairly 
or very fluently 

3. What was the Med!ue of Instruction for your schooling: 
Pre-Primary: .................•.......•......................... 
Junior Primary (up to ~nd of year 3 at school) .............. ~· .. 
Senio:r:Pr lmary ................................................. . 
(Please circle Education Department for Primary 
Schooling: CED/DEC/DET/Other SA Province/Private School/Overseas l 
H 1 <PI:hoo 1 ............•........•.•.••..•........................ 

4.1. Age ... 4.2. Standard ... 4.3. Sex ... 
rour Ideas abou~ Things 

S. For the suggestions below RINQ the version which seems most 
attractive/reasonable to you for a future policy (language planl 
in this country and put a STAR * next to the one you consider 
next best: 
5.1. Official Languaqe(s)- for the country as a whole:eq think 
of official documents, read signs, ann~uncements etc 

IEngli sh only 
fAfrikaans only 
tOne of the Indigenous Languages !State Which) 
tEnglish and Afrikaans 
tEnglish and Afrikaans and the 11 other indigenous 
African languages 

tindigenous language(s) and Afrikaans 
tl or two African languages and English and 

Afrikaans 
ft l .. di1e"'0UO !tt"'J"A~(.(~) 4nd f,..,j 0sl., 

6. Languages in Schooling: Nedlu. of In~tructlon 

6 .1. If you -re in charge of the education system in this 
country what language(s) would you use to teach the children ? 
Rank each of the suggestions below, using the 5 point scale given 

below (ring the appropriate number each time); 

(l:bad idea 2:fair idea J:good idea 4:very good idea S:excellent) 

6.1.1.1Straight for English ( all schooling in English 
from the first day at school l 1 2 3 4 5 

6.1.2.»Mother Tongue instruction until end of year 5, 
with English as a subject,thereafter all 
su~jects th:ough the medi~= of E~gli~h 

6.1.3.tMother Tongue instruction with English as a 
subject, then gradual introduction of other 
subjects in English from year J, till all 
in English by end of year 7 . 

6.1.4.1 Mother Tongue instruction available in all 
languages , until the end of Hatric 

6.1.5.1 Mother Tongue instruction available in all 
subjects until the end of tertiary (post 
school) education 

6.1.6. » Multilingual classrooms (some kind of 
accc~w~odation of va:icus languages in 
all classrooms , eg can write exams in own 
language) 

1 2 .; ~ 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 J 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

why? ffhy? 
6.2. If you gave a 1 or a 2 for any of the above then choose the 
reason(s) below that you feel explain you~ answer(sl best. 
F!LL !N THE NUMBER(S) OF THE POINT (eg 6.1.1 etc) NEXT TO THE 
REASON 

1. Too hard for the pupils 
2. Too hard for the teachers 
3.Too hard for the pupils and teachers 
4. Not enouoh text books 
5. Would leid to schools divided on the basis of language 
6. Other reason ( s l .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

6.3. If you gave a 4 or 5 for any answer in 6.l.then choose the 
reason(s) you feel explain your answer(s) best: 
FILL IN THE NUMBER(S) OF THE RELEVANT POINT NEXT TO THE REASON 

•· Gives equal benefits to all 
2. Good for national unity 
3. Very Practical 
4. Seems reasonably fair 
5. Other reason(sl Specify ......... ····· .. ·········•······· 

tillltltttltttlttlttltltfttttllttlttlltfttllftllllllttlllllltl 

~h~8-nex~-bi~-on~y-£o~-some 

6.4. If you have personally experienced one of these shifts 
Medium of Instruction then please comment: 

6.4.1.1 When did you change medium of instruction ( Age and 
Stdl .................•• 

6.4.2.1 I would want to do it the 

.··. 
···. 



'6.4.3.1 Please give more information, by circling the best 
answers below: 
a) Home language known well by time of changeover 
Yes/ Fairly/ Not very 
b)Speed of change from one medium ( eg Xhosa to English) to 
another :Slow enough I a bit fast/ too fast 1 far too fast 
Explain a little •..........•.•...........•..•.•..... ; 

................ ~ •• f. ...................................... . 

ci~y language ability affects my. marks: not much /a bit 1 a fair 
amount/ a great deal 
Explain a little .......................................... . 

. . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . 
dlDo you feel shy to speak because of language differences? 
not really/ a bit I a fair amount I yes definitely 

e) Are. you shy with those who speak your own language? 
not at all/ sometimes I a bit I fairly 1 yes 

iiitlilltltitltllltlltltlfllltttlllltllltftlttltlllllttttiNitt 

this bit for till 

i. Language at school :What do yoa think the future pl~n sboQld 
be? This question refers to languages AS A SUBJECT and MOY as 
I'!BDIUM 01!" IHSTRUCTION 
Use the scoring grid 1-5 as above (in 6.1). 

7.l.Only Engli~h compulsory throughout schooling 

7.2.English AND Afrikaans compulsory throughout 

7.3.English AND Afrikaans AND a Regional African 
Language (the language dominant in the 
area where you live) compulsory throughout 

7.4.English AND a Regional African Language 
compulsory throughout 

7.5.English OR Afrikaans AND a Regional African 
Language compulsory throu.ghout 

7.6. ANY OF THE ABOVE COMBINATIONS BUT WITH TijE 
LANGUAGE(Sl O&LY TAKEN TO YEAR 11 OF 
SCHOOLING 

STATE wHICH COKBINATION(S) •..••............. 

7.7. For mother tongue English or ~frikaans 
speakers have a Regional Language 
compulsory with at least 3 years tuition 
at Primary school level 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 s 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

7.8. Provision to drop a local language iri favour of 
a foreign language in year 9 1 2 3 4 5 

languages and add foreign 1anguage(s) 
1 2 3 4 5 

SUMMARY :1. DO YOU FEEL 2 LANGU~GES OR 3 ARE THE IDE~? 
Circle the number you choose 2 I 3 
2. SHOULD THE LEARNING OF ANY PARTICULAR LANGU~GES BE .M~E 
COMPULSORY? Circle answer. yes./ no 
Any comments .•.. , ..•.. ' •........ ; .. ; ...........•... ······· 

......................................................................... 
8. What do you think about language] 
(Use scale : l:bardly boportant 2. fairly important 3. important 
4. very important 5 absolutely vital) 

·Important because of cultural/historical links 1 2 3 4 5 
Important as means of communication 1 2 3 4 5 
Important for expLesslve purposes 
Important for scientific purposes 

1 2 3 .; 5 
1 2 3 4 '5 

!~pcztant QS !Q"quggc vf widei cuu~unlcatlon 
(international language) 1 2 3 4 5 

9. How read the passa9es below . 

There is a big gap be~!' w~l lbe children have t::J tnow :.t the e-nd of · 
Standard 2 and whalthey haw: toa>pe witb in SIJindard 3. The jump betw-een · 
Slandards is w:ry dearly mustntcd by what happens lo the subject~·' 
Environmental Studies. In St&ndard 2, the subject occup;.. the dliidren lot 
lhru reriod1a wt"tt .,;th r~;fher npe tcpic:!. fn St1.!'KII.rd 3, Envi~"'"' 
Studieuplits inlo History. Geop-aphy and Genenl Science, wbich an: all very 
~fim:i and have specific ~bu!ary. EadJ suilject takw up two. three M 

fot2~~~~k. 
Here is a sample of the ¥0Cabulary load on a Standard 3 pupil over o 

r_;,~~y ~rio-Iii!!!!'! .,my t.P!~ !t.tb~: H~'t'!'J. C~~y !00 C~!!~!:Ji 
Science. 

ro'..arion. imaJinary fin«:, equctor. planet. &fotte. 
huwEruT h.::-~. t.er.d~;e, .:viitit.eu.t. isl.irtd. 
oeteift. c::bUtal plairt, escarpment, plateau. relief 
appoint. relresllmen1, joumeylvoyal!<'. expedilion. 
ciel>m. fort. barter, diary. industrioUJ, inferio<. 
tedioal 
zennjnation, mineral soils, adYenlitious (roots). r>· 

<fide. embryo. fibrous (rooni. "'~""'""" reprodiX' 
tion. 

The \!Oiume wP.ich d!!ldren have to IP-m in Stmtf-lltd J i5 R-flected in the pil~ 
of texobooks they have (or .... suppoocd to havo:): .,... book eocb r.~ 
~pl!y. History, H""!th Edi!Ciltion •nd ~raJ Sci<nce, a "ell.,, 
Mathematics book and books for ohn:e Jansuases. The oontmt subject boob 
are in English. about 400 poses in aU. I£ the Enrlislt teodler did her j"~ 
properly CNer th= yean of sdloo~~~~ (Sob 8 to Soandanl 2), leamen ma~ 
have • ..,..l>ulary of about llOO wordo. Now. in Standard 3, they ..;11 oudd<nl\ 
need a core vocabulary of about S 000 words in En&li•h to cope with allohe«· 
new subjects. Thai suppooes .., increase of 600%. "hich would ~>.· 
•nreeonable evon for fiTT..tlanguai!<' speakers of Enslislt. 

(From the THRESHOLD Report) 

rn post-colonial Africa many children 
respond to the task of learning in 
English, French or Portuguese by 
rote-learning, unstructured 
guessing and codB>-mi x 1 r:g I using 
a mixtu:e of ldngu8ge~; 

37 of 47 African countries which 
opted not Co ust: £1Lst language t;;.l.ti~c~.,, 
are re-con5idering and 41 African stat6 
have given or are about to give full 
teachinq'siatus to national languages 
within their curricula. 

(from NEPI Language document) 

9.2. Has your opinion about anything you answered 
changed, now that you know a bit more ? If so, please 
br.iefly below: 

EARLIER 
comment 

.............................................. · .......................... . 

........................................................................ 

......................................................... · ............ . 
'l'HANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP- your responses matter· It is 
really valuable to be able to hear them. 
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/>.T Lk'S\, So.'llt. ClJIR\1~! t.Vll'j 
st:l'>\"IHK'E 1':> Eln1'ER 1\J~. 
5\'.l't.IT T\(\l\\\ OR. P.. '1\LE, 
cot-~TEIJ\I'T18LE LIE 1 0~1:. 

~ OR. TI-lt. On1ER! N0\1-\\l'tG 
I~ ~WEt.~! 

I 

~,~A:h:_ 

Please note that this ques 1onnaire is designed to be completed 
by teachers in differing schools. Some questions may therefore 
not seem to have much appl icabi 1 i ty to you. Please respond 
anyway, as best you can. 

Anonymity guaranteed! 

Thank you. 
M 

Adaptations (i.E any) for Pupils whose Home Language is not 
English or who have come to your school from other Education 
Departments 

NB All t:hese quest: ions relat:e t:o LANGUAGE 
mat:t:ers 

Please mark select:ed answers eg No 

ubject(s) u teach (state 

? 
• 

1. ? 
1.1. WRITTEN QUESTIONS: • 

Do you make special provision for students' varied language 
backgrounds in setting tests/exams ? 

Yes No 

Comment: .............................................. . 

1. 2. HARKING: 

1.2.1. Has your subject department formally agreed on any 
modification to marking to accommodate pupils' language 
problems/their different backgrounds 7 

Yes No 

Details: ............................................... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1.2.2. Has it informally discussed this matter? 

Yes No 

If "yes", what conclusion was reached? 

" .. : 

1 



; '; 

I 

I 

• 

I 

1.3.1. If t~e work has been written by a second language (L2) 
cand1date is it difficult for you to keep your 
perspective when you are marking it? 

Yes,very Yes Slightly No 

1.3.2. Does it make your marking more lenient? 

Yes, much more Yes Slightly No 

Any comments? ............................................•. 

. . . . . . • ........................................ . 
1.4. Is your evaluation process affected by concern about 

acceptable standards in the external examinations? 

Yes Somewhat No 

1.5. Would you like official Education Department guidelines 
about evaluation ? 

[ eg Should one respond to the spirit of the answer even if 
the expression is poor? J ' 

Yes Like suggestions only No 
but not guidelines 

'"J 
-'• 

Calvin and Hobbes By Bill Watterson 

I USED ltl \{1\\£ 'tiR\1\~G 
1\SS\GNtv\E\--\i'S , \l\.11 N.OW 

l Et-UOi 1\-\'t.tJ\. 

2. 

1 RHL\7@ TI\1\T il-l£ 
PURPoS~ Ot WR\i\1'\G 15 
TO \1'{\l.J,\E WEAl( \0£/>-S. 
CJBSC\JR£ PC/01< RE.t>..'SONmG, 
MD \l-\1-\\~11 CLI\R\N. 

W\n.\ 1\ L\TTL.£ ?Rt~-C.T\CL 
WR\T\~G 0.1-1 ~E. A~ 
\~T\lii\DI\1\~G A~'V 
l!-11\lt:.~EIRI>.BL~ r-!$,! 
Wf>..NT i\) 'SE't !Jii BooK 

RE.f\)R\? 
\ 

ACTUAL TEACHING: 
accommodare rhose wirh differenr 

backgrounds?) 

2.1.1. Vocabulary/ technical terms 

Do you consciously provide simplified explanations ( more 
so than for English First Language students) ? 

Yes No Sometimes 

2.1.2. How about text books ? 

Do you feel their language is obscure/difficult? 

Always Often Seldom Never 

I 

I 



2.1.3. Does your subject department produce alternative material 3· .• 
eg worksheets? 

Always Often Seldom Never 

2.1.3.1. Is this 

A: to give the pupils more practice? Yes No 

B: to simplify the material? Yes No 

C: to enrich the material? Yes No 

D:to provide material which is not in text books? 

Yes No 

E: to clarify the language used in text books? 

e Yes No 
~ Please. arrange these 5 reasons i~ order of importance 

~ .. _, ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 

by brackets: 
eg 1 D 2 A 3 E. 4 B 5 c 1 

s ect department provide simplified lists of 
terms? 

1-\0IN'l? l/00 
170 ON IHA.T 
MUL-IIPI,;C 

C:.HOtCG 
.,..~,..? 

observations ... 

Always Sometimes 

of £2 

I 6Ut:G6 
-n-\"1'" At.JGWE:~G 

MV QUGGfiON 

3.1. In class, do L2 students contribute to general 
discussion (hands up; calling out answers etc)? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never 

I 
~ 
I 
l 

3.2. Do L2 students chat informally, in English, to one another? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never 

3.3. Do the L2 students speak in their home language to each 
other? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never 

3. 3. Do L2 students chat informally to English-speaking students? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never 

3.4. Will L2 students answer you,in classroom discussion, when 
asked ? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom 



3.5. Do the L2 students initiate class discussion by raising a 
point of interest or asking for a public explanation ? 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never 

3.6. Do L2 students sit anywhere special in the room? 

Generally at the back/Generally in the middle/Generally in 
front/nowhere special 

3.7. Do you think your L2 students' accents have modified to fit 
in with those of their classmates? 

Yes No Somewhat Not sure 

3.8. Do the L2 students use the same general colloquialisms as 
their classmates? ( eg "you guys"; "like" or whatever is 
common to your school) 

Generally Sometimes Seldom Never Not sure 

3.9. Any general comments about verbal performance: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

4. Do you feel you are making a 
standards", in language? 

Definitely Yes 

conscious effort to "preserve 

Sort of No 

5. Do you think language work is the preserve of English 
teachers? 

Definitely Yes Mostly No 

6. Do you correct language errors in written work? 

Often Sometimes No 

7. How do you feel about pupils speaking their home language 
your class? 

Extremely happy /happy /not very happy /very unhappy 

Comment: •.....•...••••......•••.•.•..••....•.....•.•...•...••.. 

8. Do you have any general observations about the language 
profile of the pupils who have been in your system for a "few 
years: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
10.1. Do you feel the questions asked on this questionnaire 

generally relevant or irrelevant to your situation ? 

- relevant irrelevant 

10.2 Reason for your answer in 10.1 ...••••....•..•..•.....•••.. 

4· 
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INFORHATION SHEET 

NOTE: No name is required on this sheet. Data for statistical 
survey only. 

1. Language(s) spoken at home: 

2.1. Number of primary schools attended: ...... · 

If more than one, state reason(s) for change: ................. . 

2.2. Hedium of instruction at your schools ie In what language 
were your lessons taught (tick if correct) 

If more than one language at a time was used ( eg mixture of 
English and Afrikaans for your lessons) then say so: 

English Xhosa Afrikaans Other (state what) 
::iUD A 

Sub B 

Std 1 

Std 2 

Std 3 

Std 4 

Std 5 

3. Father's job (if applicabie) ........................... . 

4. Hother's job (if applicable) ................... . ....... . 

5. Educational qualifications of parents: Just tick the block 
with the highest level obtained: 

Primary High College University Other(say what)/Not sure 

Hother: 

Father: 

6. When you leave school, what do you plan to do: Tick the block: 

Not sure: ~ 

Work immediately: L__j 
study further :1 t-_T_e_c_h_-+1-u_n_l_. v_e_r_s_i_t-=y'--·_,if---o_t_h_e_r~ 

THANK YOU 
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****************************************************** 

w DO I w:r .i t:e an essay , .i E someone says 
t:a~k about: somet:h.ing .in 400-500 words77 

lt last!! soaething to help! 
'vorl slowly through all the 
steps oa these l pages and - !IS -
yoa vill tnov how •••• I 

If you are asked to DISCUSS something: 

* You read the title and jot down some 
main ideas (like HEADIHGS) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

** 

** 

eg if the title is "Lar1guage and He" 
what are some ideas to think about ? 

Look at the Ideas Headings 
below. 

** Now, write down , on this page 
in short form , the points 
YOU would fill in under EACH 
heading. 

** Use every heading for now. You 
will want to leave some out later. 

******************************************* 

do I speak? 
languages 

How well d I 
understando shpeak/read/write/ 

eac of them? 

ich language(s) do I 
home? with friends? D. 

4 

IT LIKE IT 

ideas 

IS ••• ) 

ideas 

C. 



What DOES my language mean to me? 

t= .__.. ' I 
(to help: 
1. Maybe you can think about 

your children one day -
is it important to you 
that they should speak/ 
read/write your language? 
Why? 

2. What about your family? 
Does a particular language or 

form of language ( eg always 
"correct,) seem to mean a gr_eat 
deal to a relative? Does thlS 
affect you? 

How about ACCENT (the way you say your words) 
(eg sometimes you can tell from the way 
someone speaks where he/she comes from] 

How would you describe your own accent ? That 
of other South Africans? 
What do you feel about accent? Is a certain one 
important ? Where ? Why ? 

How about your vocabulary - words? 
how do you find and use new 

d }.essons-
an a 

d there use 

lk" "I "teenager t~ . h:g " . 
Do you use t "EngllShes 
~r speak diff~r~~ople _ talK ~ 
with dittere~ ~ 
; bit about 1t. - ~ 

Do you read a lot? Write a lot? 
Why? 
What sorts of Reading or 
Writing do you like? 



·How much do you care about language 
usage? Do you try to be "correct"? 
How do you know what IS correct? 

NOW •.. to write 
of writing): 

your 400-500 word 

-~ 

essay (piece 

- - - -
**Look at all the headings again. Think about how you would need 

to sort them out to write about LANGUAGE AND ME. 
' 
' I ** You will probably decide to leave some headings or points out. ------ . 

** You may want to use other ideas which are8suggested here1 
yet. 1 

II Choose which ones and arrange thea in the order you want. 

II lOW USE THESE POIBTS TO VORl OUT YOUR ESSAY (piece of writing) 

II Tbe points aust be put into PROPER SEHTEMCES 
and you need to write in PARAGRAPHS 

REHEHBER t:o ~D rj}t:his IDEAS WORKSHEET wit:h 
"sa essay/ 
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AA 

Why should the robin red-breast have become 

such an instantly recognisable symbol of 

Christmas? Why not a thrush or a swallow 

or even a partridge in a pear tree? 

DAVID WATIUNS explains why robins bring 

A message of goodtJill 

26 A M E S S A a E 0 F a 0 0 D W I L L 

TCI"i"m''• like emy oehe,, we 'holl oil '""'"' 
Christmas cards through the post with cheery robins upon 

them. Indeed, someone once estimated that only a quarter of 

our Christmas cards bear illustrations depicting the Christmas 

message of the Holy Birth; the other three-quarters will have 

more secular illustrations and in Britain the little robin red

breast is even more popular than Santa Claus and his reindeer, 

not to mention the holly and the ivy. 

Many people might well be mystified as to why the robin is 

featured on so many of our cards of goodwill at this time of 

year. When Christmas cards first became popular in this 

country, just before the middle of the last century, the robin 

was not to be seen on them at all. Very early Victorian 

Christmas cards featured beautiful summer flowers, bare land

scapes and family gatherings at the seaside or even decorative 

and fashionable ladies ' fans. In fact, the reason why robins 

became suddenly so popular as Christmas card birds was all to 

do with the colour of the postman's uniform at the time. 

IB DEC 91 



Christmas cards were first delivered by carriers of the Post 

Office who looked most impressive in their smart cut-away 

scarlet frock coats and vivid red waistcoats. This colourful 

uniform led the public to call them 'Robin Postmen' or 

'Redbreasts' and people waiting for the postman in the morn· 

ing would often ask: "Has the Robin called yet?" 

Artists of the early Christmas cards decided to depict Robin 

Postmen - but as real robin birds - delivering the Christmas 

mail. From then on robins carried Christmas cards in their 

beaks and were often shown calling at fashionable Victorian 

houses with their tiny beaks. 

In the 1890s Christmas cards became even more elaborate . 

Robins appeared in the red uniforms of soldiers, and when a 

lever was pulled they strutted and presented arms. Robins 

were secretly hidden on cards so that they could only be seen 

Harnessed to a tiny cart the robin 
was shown pulling a load of holly or 

strutting proudly on the top of a 
giant Christmas pudding. 

when the card was held up to the light. Yet another ingenious 

card showed a robin feeding in the snow, and when the fan· 

like card was opened other robins could be seen coming to 

join in the meal. However , as the practice of sending 

Christmas cards through the post became more popular the 

robin began to appear more regularly on them, and soon this 

most popular bird was depicted doing some very spectacular 

and ingenious things. 
Harnessed to a tiny cart he was shown pulling a load of 

holly to be sold to the public, or strutting proudly on the top 

of a giant Christmas pudding or heaving a huge Christmas 

cracker through the snow. He was also to be found perched 

on impressive snowmen or driving a coach or skating 

gracefully on ice. 
These robins were often dressed up in top hats, poke· 

bonnets and Victorian skirts and cloaks, and they sometimes 

sheltered under umbrellas or carried shopping baskets under 

their wings. 
Today we have all but forgotten the historical reason for 

the popularity of the robin on our Christmas cards, even 

though the story goes back only a hundred years or so. But 
"' the robin has never lost its popularity on Christmas cards, and ~ 

it has been truly said that a single robin is all that is required ~ 
for sending good wishes at Christmas. It seems quite natural ~ 
that the robin is the bird that we choose to carry our messages ~ 
of goodwill to our friends and relatives everywhere over the "' u 
festive season. ii: 

A M E 5 5 A 0 E 0 F 0 0 0 D W I I L 27 



... 

READ: 

See we11: Be a detective 

*** Some of these questions ask for "thinking" answers and some 
for "feeling" answers. 

*special "chinking" questions (asking you 
bright ideas) will be marked like this: 

~ 
~~lt\AJ\I\MAIVvvV~ 
*The "fee.l.ing" (emotions/heart) questions 

like this: 

* You will maybe have trouble with some questions, which need you 
work things out in steps or that use ideas or languages you 
not know. 

not worry if you struggle with those. 

Just try your best. 

Most of these thinking questions will be marked like this: 

a choice oE answers A B C D etc is given, use 
ANSWER SHEET and COLOUR IN the answer you choose 

¥- ll)v 
eg A B C D • F .y~\t_'f.. o,..J'-c,. 

\..\~':jO~\;~ \a 
** Otherwise ·write y~ur answers on ~is paper in the spaces 
provided ( gives you an idea of how much to write). 

** It DOES NOT MATTER IF YOU CANNOT ANSWER A QUESTION. 
DO TRY TO ANSWER ALL YOU CAN 
~ 

.1. 

** sometimes you may give MORE THAN ONE ANSWER. If you can then l 
it will say so. f 

****This programme is arranged ~ike a detection 
exercise. 

C~ues are given in stages 

P~ease answer at the time you 
quest1ons ~ do nol go back to 
answer .later. 

improve an ~ 
are given the~ 

\; 



A. 
NOW READ " A MESSAGE OF GOODWILL" and answe:r t;he 
quest; ions: 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS ARTICLE IS ONLY ABOUT PICTURES AND NOT ABOUT 
CHRISTHAS ITSELF. 

1. PICTURE STUDY This is a question! 

Look at all the pictures 

(Each one has a letter next to it) 

1.1. Which picture(s) do clearly look like Christmas cards ? • 
AA BB CC DD EE FF GG 

1.1.1. Reason ( s) 
A. Bird is a Robin 
B. Snow 
C. Holly 
D. Winter 
E. Food 
F. Other ........................... . 

1.2. Are there any that do not seem like Christmas cards ? 

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG 

1. 2 .1. Reason ( s) 

A. Bird does not look friendly 
B. Bird looks like ordinary bird 
C. Picture not clear 
D. Bird does not look like Robin 
E. I do not know enough about Christmas 
F. Not South African idea 
G . Other ................... . 

1.3. Do any of the cards appeal to you (ie would you buy them?) 

AA BB CC DD EE FF .GG 

1.3.1. Reason(s) 
A. Look cute 
B. Look friendly 
C. Good symbol of Christmas 
D. Unusual 
E. Well drawn 
F. Other ..................... . 

1.4. If there are any you would NOT buy- give reason(s). 

A Not South African 
B Too old-fashioned 
C Bird looks uninterested 
D Do not send Christmas cards 
E Other ..•............................•..... 



READING CAREFULLY: 

PARAGRAPH 1 

2. The words 

~ 
like every other (line 1) a:re there because: 

A They mean the same as everyone else 
B They mean like at every Christmas 
c. To stress that there always·have been 

and always will be :robin cards 

a~ 3.1. 

~~ 

he says we shall all 
receive Christmas cards (line 1), what very 
important thing is the author assuming 
(thinking it is a fact) about his :readers? 

3.1.2. Would you say thinking this about all his :readers shows 
the author is ( can choose more than 1 answer): 

A Arrogant (superior/proud) 
B Careless 
C Smug (happy to be in more important position) 
D Old 
E Young 
F Other . .................................. . 

3.1.3. What does this assumption (thinking ' 
something is a fact) of we shall all 
receive Christmas cards make you FEEL 
about the author and his writing? 

............................................................... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4. Which pictu:re(s) have :robins that do NOT look cheery (line 2) 

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG H None 

5.1. The author says (line 3) someone once estimated, which 
sounds :rather vague (uncertain/unsure). Which word is the 
strongest in making this seem vague/uncertain? 

A. someone B once C estimated? 

A picturing 
B including 
C pointing out 

7. The word secular (line 6) means: 

A ordinary 
B casual 
C not to do with the church 
D primitive 
E pagan 

? 



PARAGRAPH 2 

8. What do you think this country (line 11) is ? 

A America 
B England 
C South Africa 
D Canada 
E Other. . . 7 

9. What did early Victorian cards NOT have on them? 

A Beach scenes 
B Ladies' fans 
C Beautiful ladies 
D Flowers 
E Scenery 

10. What is surprising about the SEASON shown on the earliest 
Christmas Cards? 

PARAGRAPH 3 

11. The early postmen were dressed well 

A True B False 

12. Which picture shows be~t some of the clothes the early 
postmen wore? 

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG 

13. Another word for called as it is used here (line 24) is: 

A. Shouted 
B. Visited 
C. Been 

PARAGRAPH 4 

14.1. What sort of people sent the very earliest Christmas cards? 

A Rich 
B Poor 
C Everybody 

14.2. Say which word in the writing helped you answer 14.1. 

15. The author says real robin birds (line 26) because: 

A He needs to show the difference between postmen and 
birds 

B He is trying to make the text seem longer 
C It is a mistake 

16. I think beaks in tiny beaks (line 29) is a misprint 
(mistake). What word would you put there instead? 

A gardens 
B messages 
C Christmas cards 



PARAGRAPH 5 

18. strutted (line 32) ( see also strutting, line 43) 
means: 

A marched/ing 
B moved/ing 
C moved/ing proudly 

19. After some time fewer robins were used on cards 

A True B False 

20. ingenious (line 34) means 

A clever 
B dull 
C complicated 

21. the practice (line 37) means 

A the fact of 
B the effort 
C the habit 

22. The word most in front of popular (line 40) means 

A There was no bird more popular 
B The bird was very popular 

PARAGRAPH 6 

23. the public (line 43) means 

A the shopkeepers 
B the people 
C the rich people 

24. Another word for heaving (line 44) is: 

A pulling 
B pushing 
C carrying 

PARAGRAPH 8 

25. All but forgotten (line 52) means: 

A Mostly forgotten 
B Nearly forgotten 
C Not forgotten 
D Many of us have forgotten • 

26. The words the author uses truly said (line 56) and quite 
natural (line 57) tell me he is: 

A Sure of his facts 
B Sure of his ideas 
C Stating the truth 

THINK ABOUT THE WHOLE ARTICLE 

What IS the best answer to the question in italics above 
the title ( Why should the robin red-breast have become 
an instantly recognisable symbol of Christmas ) ? 

A The postmen of that time were called robins 
B The artists of the early Christmas cards used 
the robin idea 

s. 



Imagine you have to change the heading ( A message o 
Goodwill). Choose a heading which you think is best 

? 
• 

A Why the robin? 
B A tradition 
C A friendly agent 
D Friendly contact 

THE PICTURES •.• 

29. Which PICTURE(S) do(es) not look like any of those described 
in paragraphs 3 - 7 7 ? AA BB cc DD EE FF GG • 

How do you feel about having the robin 
South African Christmas card? 

Is it a good idea ? 

31.1. Imagine you must design some new South African 
postage stamps (not Christmas stamps). 

You have been asked to choose symbols of South Africa 
(things that are important and tell about South Africa) 
eg protea; rugby ball etc 

What 5 things would YOU put on YOUR stamps ? 

Think back to" A message of Goodwill". 
Some people would feel left out because of the Christmas 
story itself or because of the robin because they are not 
part of the culture/ group that sees this/these as 
important. 
Look at your ideas in 31.1. Which do you think are only 
special to your culture/group? 

TALK ABOUT THIS WORK 
[IOU CAB CHOOSE MORE THAH ORE ABSWERI 

i V\.~ els. e.. 
uJt>rK? 
' . 

Was this work: 

A Interesting 
B Boring 
c Easy 
D Hard 
E Fine (mixture) ? 

Reason(s): 

A Words too difficult 
B Sentences too hard 
c Felt left out 
D New knowledge 
E Easy/interesting 
F Not South African 
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B. ~
- . ' - < *"" 
ha-t's the problem? Let's -!:ry 
nd talk abou-1: it. 

I don't want ~o t.alk. David 
keeps calling me 'lulu', 'lnkatha'. 
Ive had enough. 

I can hear you are really angry 
about chis, Vusi. Do 'jOU feel it 
isn't right for David to say 
th~se things? 

is unfair and dangerous to judge 
pc:ople because of the language they 
speak. Yes, I spe~k l:u\v, but \ don't 
like to be labelled. It is wrong l:.o 

call pe.ople names. 

Perhaps in South Africa we have 
leam-1: bad habits- like judging people 

b~ the colour of their .skin or the language\ _________ _j 
they speak. 'lou don't like being labelled 
like this Vusi. It is hurtful t.o you. 

1 

1. Do you sometimes want to label people because of their 
languages or accents (the way someone speaks)? 

A always 
B often 
C sometimes 
D never 

2. Do you think other people label 

A Yes 
B Probably 
C Not sure 
D No 

Have you ever tried to change your accent? 

- ·t.'( i ~d \)-e,_( j "'Cl( cl -~ ~ 
A Yes (a lot) '-lqc\.A..o...v...4e 
BYes (something small) ~0 J · 
C Only for school 
D No 

3.2. If your answer was "yes" then say why. 

A Felt something was wrong 
B Wanted to be like others 
C Other 

........................................... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



Barry Range ~ .. 
THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE 

It may not be poli~ically correct in our multi-lingual society, but isn't it time we 

acknowledged that English is the most practical way to make ourselves understood? 

. ~<r~ to~e wri 1:-e..s a6ou.t 5 
0- srecd<er at a... 1=-es-bi val. ~ 

At the Arts Festival the main speaker 
chose to make a trilingual speech. She 
started in English. T,hen after a 
carefully calculated and fair interval, 
she switched to Afrikaans and then to 
Xhosa. As a corrrmmications exercise 
it resembled a train smash. 

The English bit was fine. I was 
standing next to an American journalist 
from a distinguished Chicago 
establishment and two arts reporters 
from Natal. ~ k.ere all scribbling 
a11ey merrily, recording everything. 

Then came the switch to Afrikaans 
and the Chicago woman's pen faltered 
and stopped. " I suppose she's 
speaking Afrikaans now, " she said, 
disapprovingly as the words drifted 
on without her. 

After a time the talk shifted to Xhosa, 
which is where my pen tal tered. 
Noticing this, Miss Chicago said: 
"I guess this isn't Afrikaans any more". 

" No,I replied, " I think it's Xhosa," 
as I too lost the thread of what the 
speaker was saying." Oh, is that what 
it is", said the Zulu-speaking 
reporters, who had also been stymied 
by this new linguistic flourish. 
T,here k.e stood, dazed and not understanding 

Mlen the ANC speaker got up to speak, 
however, he did it all in English. 
Everyone understood everything he said. 

(This is taken from an article 
by Barry Ronge and simplified) 

think such speeches 
be managed? 

A Sounds fine to me, the way it was 
B Should all be in English 
e OK, as iong as there are 

translators to help those 
who do not understand 

D Other 

...................... 
-....:--.:--------·-··--·-· .. _ .. _ -~- ~-- .. -.. ____ .. -.-, 

--~-- --- - - --- - . - -- -. _. -.. · 

·Barry Range did not like this kind of Language 



RM ~ s. is o_ ~la.'-1 ~ ~. ~oesman and Lena _.,--- lo~ (l--\:k61 Fv..~().( · ~ 
Do your best: on t:his one. ~ · 

You might have to guess i E you can 't 
understand the AErikaans. 

Lena is alone on the stage. 
She is trying to remember the order of the places she and Boesman 

have lived in. [Pause.]Here!l'vegotthere! 

lEN A: Where is ... it's round all right ... where . :. . . . . IS .•• 

He.~! I'm right in the middle. No wonder I· get drunk 
when I try to. work it out .... 

[Sudden desperation.] 
Think, man! It happened to you. 

[Closes her eyes in an e.ffort to remember.] 
\Ve were here. Then we left. Off we go .... \Ve're walking 
... and walking ... where we walking? Boesman never tells 
me. Wait and see. ·walking .... 
Somewhere, his shadow. In front of me. Small man with a I 0 
long maer shadow. It's stretching bac~, to n:e over the veld 
because we're walking to the sun and It s gomg down .... 
Veeplaas! That's '':"here the sun goes. Behind it there into 
the bush. So Veeplaas is .... 

[Looking now for the sun.] 
W aar die donner is . . . ? .., 

[Pause.] { • 
Finished. So what. I got it in here [pointing to her_]. 
Redhouse-Swartkops- Veeplaas! 

IS' 

[She is very pleased with herself] · 2.0 
Get a move on now. I'm nearly here. Redhouse-Swartkops 
-Veeplaas .... 

[She carries on working, la)'ing out mugs, filling a little pot with 
water, etc . ... all the tjme muttering to herself the sequence of places ,.S 
she has established.] . · 

It's coming! Karsten! Empties, and the dog. Hand! How 
was it now? Redhouse-Swartkops-Veeplaas-Korsten. 
Then this morning the bulldozers ... and then~ ... 

[She is very happy.] 'Here',· sister. You ran that last bit. 30 
Bundle and all. 

[She is humming away happily to herself when Boesman returns with 
a few odds an~ ends-an old sack,fiw pieces of wood, another piece 
of co:rugat~d zron, an old motor-car door, etc. -out of which he will 
fashzon thezr shelter for the night. He registers Lena's good humour 3 ~ 
and watcht;s her suspiciously as he starts to work. Lena realizes this 
and laughs.] 

Why you looking at me so skeef? . 
[He scrys nothing. Lena hums a little song.] 

Re1p.ember the times I used to sing for us? 
'Da ... da ... da .... ' 

----

BOESMAN. \Vhat's the matter with you? 
LENA. Feeling fine, darling. I'm warm. You know why? I've 
been running. You should have seen me! I'm not as old as 
I thought. All the way from Redhouse .... 

[The rest of her sentence is lost in laughter at the expression on 
his face.] 

... and now I'm here. \Vith you. 
Da ... da ... da .... 

B o E s MAN [after watching her for a few more seconds]. 
Show me the wine! 

LEN A. Look for yourself. 
[Boesman leaves his work on the shelter. He goes through his bundle 
and examines two bottles of wine. They are both intact. Lena laughs 
at him.] 

How's it for a dop? 
[He puts away the bottles and goes back to work.] 

Hey, you know what I was thinking just now. Blikkie kondens 
melk. What do you say? If we get lots of prawns~ Sugar's 
not enough, man. I want some real sweetness. Then you 
can be as bedonnerd as you like. 

[She starts singing, shtiffiing out a few dance steps at the same time.] 

40 
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Try t:o work out: t:he answers t:o t:he quest:.ions 
bel ow: 

1. Do you think Lena would say man (line 5) with an English or 
with an Afrikaans accent? 

A English B Afrikaans C don't know 

2. Why does Lena change tenses in line 7 ? 

3. What other words help you understand why Lena says Waar die. 
donner is . .. ? 

............................................. 
4. How does Lena's talk of the maer shadow help her remember 

Veeplaas (line 13) 

........................................................... 
5. What word is left out in line 18 ? 

............................ 
6. Why is Lena very pleased with herself 7 (line 20) 

....................................................... 

7. What do you think Lena means by Empties (line 26)7 

.................................................. 
8. Why do you think she says Hond (line 26)7 

.................................................... 
9. Why does looking at me so skeet (line 38) describe Boesman's 

feelings well? 

............................................................. 
10. Why does Boesman say Show me the wine (line 51) ? 

....................................................... 
11. How does Boesman actually answer Lena's question (line 56), 

How's it for a dop ? 

.......................................................... 
12. Why would blikkie kondens melk mean that Boesman could be as 

bedonnerd as he likes (lines 58-61)? 

............................................................... 



14. Tick the blocks next to the answers below to show what you 
think about Boesman and Lena. 

clever 
stupid 
poorly 
ecfucal:ed-
unk1na 
klnd 
suspicious 
talka-tl ve 

Boesman Lena 
Yes No Can't tell Yes No can t tell 

15. What do you feel about the language mixing 
in this play~ 

A Normal- it's fine 
B A bit much, but OK 
C Bad 

What about the future of language(s) in South Africa. 

Should the English stay close to British English? 

A Yes 
B Fairly close 
C No, we are not England 

How did you ~ about answering questions where some 
knowledge of Afrikaans is required? 

16.2. Reason(s)? 

A Quite happy 
B Happy, but think it's not always fair 
C Not happy 
D Very unhappy. 

A SA is multilingual (many languages) 
B Don't know Afrikaans 
C Don't know enough Afrikaans 
D Don•t like to use Afrikaans 
E I know Afrikaans, but I know it 

is a problem for others 

s. 



APPENDIX 7 



C. tfMDRJ: L..ANfrU AG-E 
~ l,ook. a..t t e v1'€.~+ pa_3e~ 

~:e w~.rds ~come from a com.ic st:o.ry. . ~t@ 
ey ave been mudd~ed up. ,~ 

See if you can answer t:hese 
LOOKING AT THE PICTURES. quest:.ions WITHOUT -

This 1s for FUN ... Please just try ... 
1. What do you think "skyff" (in D) is 7 

IE you have an idea, how do you know? ....•..•.............•. 

2. Why does someone say "Heyta bra?"(C) ..................... . 

.3. What is an "umbhemi"(F) ? . .•..............................•• 

4. What is the "stuff" (A) ? ...................................• 

5. Why must the "popomalo"(B) be taken away? •..........••••••..•• 

6. 1. "Where you been 7" and " I got" ( both in A) and "How you 
doing7"(E) are grammatically incorrect. Correct them. 

6. 2. Why would something " incorrect" be used here ? Isn't this 
very wrong? 

~I 

w~ 
~ 

l 

\ 
I 

I . 
7. Look now at the pictures, which are given in the right order. 

A fun job .... a big job .••. 

Time yourse.lf t:ime yourse.lf t:ime yourse.l.E 

(if you want: t:o ..... ) 

~~I 
~I 

Try to match up the pictures and the words correctly. 
'tsaR iW 

can cut out the words and stick them in if you like. 
the pictures. 

8.2. Do you NOW know what the answers are to numbers 1 - 5 ? 

Do NOT change your original answers. 
Just give the new answers here. 

1 ..................................... . 

2 ..................................... . 

3 ..................................... . 

4 ...................................... . 

., . 

~ 

I 
• 
I 



A Hey, Chi ceo, whefe · 
you been? l got .·· 
some .9rsat new 

StLtff! 

8 · Are ~otA reoll~ 11'1~ 
~ .f'riGnd ? You want:. to 

destro~ me! Take 
~ 'dour popornala and 9et 

~toa!::J frorll me. 



-
~lJ~iJtr~~~f~llll~~ffi~ 

,:: .~~ .. ARE THEY. 
·REALLY YOUR 

FRIENDS? ... ,.. 

,1,, .. ~ ., . 



"'\. 



. y·:,·'·•::._,< 

YOUR FRIENDS? 

ORIGINAL STORY BY: .... Pippa Stein. 

COMIC STORY BY: ...... Peter Eaterhuysen. 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY: ..... PhiJJip Small. 

I (~:it~7 ~G~~: ~::>c)~n. 
Has this work changed anything you th i Dk 

W>~~~ ~ 
I'?;;_) ~ 

Talk about it in about 20 - 30 words ' \c>vvfj~ , 
0 

• 
1
7 

wb(L ~· 
\:JO~ e.,· 




